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Hydrodynamic dispersion is the key physical process that deter-
mines how groundwater plumes of chemicals develop. This liter-
ature review defines the status of data on field-scale ground-
water transport mechanisms and represents a first step in
developing and validating methods for predicting the fate of
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BACKGROUND EPRI is conducting a multiphase effort to quantify migration patterns of
chemicals released from solid wastes at utility disposal sites. Before
researchers can develop accurate models for predicting the groundwater
transport of solutes, reliable data on field-scale transport parameters are
needed.

OBJECTIVES To conduct a critical review of literature reporting field-scale dispersion data
and to analyze selected data for interpreting and identifying data gaps.

APPROACH Researchers manually searched the literature and identified numerous pub-
lished and unpublished studies yielding field-scale values of dispersivity.
The primary targets for this search were dispersion parameters because they
control the degree of spreading and dilution of a solute plume. Both satu-
rated and unsaturated subsurface environments were included. After com-
piling the data, the researchers summarized information on the longitudinal.
horizontal, and vertical dispersivities; aquifer material; average aquifer thick-
ness; hydraulic conductivity; apparent heterogeneity; and effective porosity.
They then analyzed data from selected sites, Interpreting the information
and illustrating the use of alternative mathematical methods in the analysis.

RESULTS The literature review yielded the following information on field-scale disper-
sivities. For the saturated zone, researchers found 55 sites (studies) in which
a total of 99 values of longitudinal dispersivity was reported. In contrast. 22
and 7 values of horizontal and vertical dispersivities, respectively, were
reported. Only 2 sites provided data extensive enough to allow a reanalysis
for illustrating the use of alternative methodologies and interpretations. In
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ABSTRACT

The development of accurate mathematical models to predict field-scale solute

transport in the saturated and unsaturated zones is hampered by the lack of reliable

data on field-scale transport parameters. A critical review of the available

literature on studies conducted at 55 saturated zone and 28 unsaturated zone sites

produced 99 and 8 longitudinal dispersivity values, respectively.

In the saturated zone, the scale of observation for all the data ranged from 0.75 m

to 100 km with longitudinal dispersivities from 0.01 to 5500 x. However, only five

sites produced highly reliable dispersivity data, based on an evaluation of the test

configuration, the tracer monitoring, and the data analysis method for each site.

The largest scale of high reliability dispersivitles was only 115 m. The high

reliability data subset indicates that the dispersLvity Initially increases with the

scale of observation. But it is not clear whether the dispersivity increases

indefinitely with scale or reaches an asymptotic value as is assumed in classical

modelling and predicted by recent stochastic theories.

Tn the unsaturated zone the dispersivity ranged from 1 mm to 0.7 m and appeared to

increase with the scale of observation from 1 E to 20 m; however, most experiments

were at scales of about 2 a. The transport process Is dominated by the lateral

movement of solutes ia dry, high tension soils whereas in nearly saturated soils the

solutes and water can cove rapidly downward through the the macrostructures.

There is a clear need to conduct controlled large-scale field experiments in both

the saturated and unsaturated zones to obtain reliable dispersivitIes at increasing

scales and to identify the controlling transport mechanisms.
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SUMMARY

The first part of the report examines solute transport processes in the saturated

zone. The principal objectives of that section are to (1) review all available

literature where values of fLeld-scale dispersivity were reported; (2) perform

detailed analyses of data from selected sites to illustrate alternative methods and

data Lnterpretation; (3) evaluate the data collected and make a judgement regarding

its reliability; and (4) draw conclusions and provide recommendations relating to

the design of field experiments.

From the literature search, 55 sites were found where a total of 99 values of

longitudinal dispersivity were reported. These ranged from 0.01 a to more than 5500

m at scales of 0.75 m to 100 km. From a first look at the data, without considera-

tioa of the quality of the data, it would appear that dispersivity Increases

indefinitely with scale. It should be noted that there is a paucity of data in the

literature on horizontal and vertical transverse dispersion. Only 22 and seven

values of horizontal and vertical dispersivity, respectively, were reported. This.

is an important data gap in light of the fact that contaminant plumes are

three-dimensional in nature.

In addition to dispersivity values, a number of parameters for each site were

tabulated to determine whether there was a relationship between these parameters and

dispersivlty. Upon examination of the data, there do not appear to be any such

relationships.

Two sites having extensive, good quality data were re-evaluated to illustrate

alternative methodologies and Interpretations. Data from the Borden site In Canada

were used to illustrate the method of second moment analysis to estimate three-

dimensional diaspersion characteristics and to demonstrate dependence of the

dispersivities on displacement distance. Data from the Bounaud site in France were

used to demonstate the application of stochastic theories for predicting

macrodispersLon In aquifers.

The data collected from the general review were critically evaluated to determine

how well field-scale dispersivity was actually measured by the tests conducted.
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spreading of moisture in stratified soils due to capillary forces. The second is

fast vertical flow in fingers or channels due to gravity. The observations show

that lateral movement is more pronounced in relatively dry soils with correspond-

ingly high capillary tensions. This lateral spreading Is In accordance with the

results Of the recent stochastic theory. Fast gravity flow down through macro-

structures seems to be important only near saturation conditions.

A critique of conceptual modelling approaches to field-scale unsaturated flow and

transport emphasized the effects of field heterogeneity and techniques for

evaluating large-scale effective parameters.

In unsaturated media, field-scale longitudinal dispersivity data from eight

different field sites show dispersivities ranging from 1 mm to 0.7 m for scales from

I m to 20 m. These data show a general increase of longitudinal dispersivity with

the scale of the experiment.

The results of this review point to the need for carefully designed large-scale

experiments In the unsaturated zone. The proposed experiments should be carried out

at vertical scales of several tens of meters. Traceable solutes should be

introduced with controlled water applications over areas of comparable horizontal

extent. Because of its critical role in field-scale transport, three-dimensional

spatial variability of soil properties should be measured as part of the

experiments.
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Section 1

INTRODUCTION

The purpose of this review is to summarize the current state of knowledge on fLeld-

scale physical processes that affect the transport of chemically inert solut i in

the natural subsurface environment. More specifically, the results of this review

are to serve as a guide in the planning and designing of comprehensive field

experiments which are being proposed to explore field-scale transport processes in

the saturated and unsaturated zones (Waldrop and Gelhar, 1984).

The term "field-scale" refers to vertical dimensions of tens to hundreds of meters

and horizontal dimensions of teas of meters to kilometers. Scales of this order are

typically those of concern In evaluations of the environmental consequences of waste

disposal activities. Typical time scales associated with these spatial dimensions

will be on the order of years or decades depending on the hydraulic conductivity and

hydraulic gradient. As a consequence, it is impractical to carry out direct

experiments to determine the pertinent transport parameters at these scales for each

disposal site. Rather what is required are methods predicting the essential

transport properties from practical small-scale measurements or extrapolation from a

limited number of field-scale measurements. The overall goal of this research is to

evaluate methods of predicting these fLeld-scale parameters through comparison with

large-scale field experiments.

The dispersion coefficient is the primary parameter of concern because it controls

the degree of spreading and dilution of a solute plume. The effects of other

parameters, including effective porosity, molecular diffusion, density and

viscosity, are discussed briefly. The review is divided into sections dealing with

the saturated and unsaturated zones. The approaches for reviewing the available

data in these two zones differ somewhat because of differences in the current state

of knowledge. In the saturated zone there is a substantial amount of field data

which may establish trends eand can be subjected to critical evaluation to determine

its reliability. In the unsaturated zone the data are much more limited, and field

experimentation is emphasized more in the context of a descriptive understanding of

controlling process. Also, In the case of the saturated zone, theories of
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Su aC - ql L 'axnSDi ai i, j - l, 2, 3 (1-2)

It 1s important to note that some investigators (Robertson and Barraclough, 1973;

and Bredehoeft and Pinder, 1973) alternatively define the dispersion coefficient

tensor as:

D nD (1-3)ij ij

In this review, when It was clear that Dij was used in a study, we converted to

the more common J1j form using (1-3).

When the xj coordinate axis is aligned in the direction of mean fluid flow

(ql * 0; q2 - q3 - 0), the dispersion coefficient tensor is often approximated

ln forms equivalent to

0tj n + 0Lv Dd (1-4)

where

a11 -aL the longitudinal dispersivlty

22 - 333 -nT the transverse dispersLvity

a i '- ° for i * j

v - seepage velocity In the xl direction (- qj/nS)

Dd - effective diffusion coefficient

S 1 - Kronecker delta (a1 if i - J, - 0 if I * J)

This form of the dispersivlty, with isotropy of transverse dispersion, is strictly

valid only for an isotropic porous medium (Bear 1972).

Many laboratory experiments have demonstrated that the classical equations, (1-2)

and (1-4), are valid for homogeneous porous media in the laboratory for displace-

ments on the order of about one meter. However, in the field, where the movement of

solutes over distances of hundreds of meters is of interest, natural porous

materials are not homogeneous. This, coupled with the fact that field-observed

dispersivities are orders of magnitude larger than those found In small-scale

laboratory tests (see e.g., Fried, 1975; Anderson, 1979), has recently led some

Investigators (Gelbar et al., 1979; Matheron and de Karsily, 1980; Gelhar and

Axness, 1983) to question the validity of modeling field-scale solute transport
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only in the direction perpendicular to perfect layering. Stratified models have

been developed using deterministic methods (e.g., Marle, 1967; Dieulin, 1980; Molz

et al., 1983) and stochastic methods (Mercado, 1967; Gelhar et al., 1979; Hatheroa

and de Harshly, 1980). Most of these approaches are similLar to the original work

Of G. 1. Taylor (1953) on dispersion in tubes, but are of doubtful applicability on

the field-scale (102 to 104 m) because real aquifers are not perfectly

stratified over these dimensions.

A second general approach presumes that the spatial statistics of a heterogeneous

velocity field are given, and determines the dispersion coefficient from the

Lagrangian covariance of the velocity field (e.g., Dieulin, et al., 1981; Simmons,

1982; Tang et al., 1982; Winter, 1982). These methods are similar to the original

work of G. 1. Taylor (1921) on turbulent diffusion, although mathematical techniques

are more complex. The key weakness of this velocity-based approach is that it

requires the velocity covariance to be known in order to predict the dispersion

coefficient. The velocity covariance is not directly measurable, and even if it

could be, there remains the problem that the covariance of velocity will change as

flow conditions change. The velocity-based method can be used in a nonpredictive

mode by adjusting the velocity covariance function until agreement with an observed

plume is accomplished; this approach was attempted by Simmons (1982) for the data

from the Borden site.

A third general approach is based on the statisical description of the spatial

variability of hydraulic conductivity. This approach has been developed using

perturbation methods (Dagan, 1982; Gelhar and Axness, 1983; Gelhar, 1984) and Monte

Carlo simulations (Warren and Skiba, 1964; Haller, 1972; Smith and Schwartz, 1980).

The three-dimensional theory by Gelhar and Axness (1983) is the cost general in that

it includes the effects of local dispersion (or molecular diffusion) and anisotropy

of the hydraulic conductivity covariance. Dagan (1982) treats the isotropic case

with no local dispersion; his results agree exactly with those of Gelhar and Axness

(1983) for this special case. An intermediate result of Gelhar and Axneus (1983)

also is identical to the velocity-based result of Winter (1982). The theory of

Gelhar and Axness (1983) also produces the stratified case as a special case.

Another conceptualization of the transport process is analogous to the so-called

matrix diffusion model of transport in a single fracture bounded by a porous but

impervious rock matrix (e.g., Neretnieks, 1980; Grisak and Pickens, 1980; Gillham,

at al., 1984). In this case the aquifer ts represented by a layer of permeable

material through which all of the flow occurs, bounded by a practically impermeable

I _-
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Section 2

SATURATED TRANSPORT PROCESSES

This portion of the review focuses on field-scale physical processes that control

the transport of chemically inert -)lutes in saturated natural earth materials.

Laboratory scale observations are not covered because these are not directly

pertinent to field problems and are already reviewed extensively in textbooks and

review articles (e.g., Fried and Combarnous, 1971; Bear, 1972; Fried, 1975; Dullien,

1979; Greenkorn, 1983). This review emphasizes dispersion coefficients but also

considers the role of effective porosity, molecular diffusion, and fluid viscosity

and density in the dispersion process. Included are (1) a general compilation of

data from field sites, (2) detailed analyses for two selected sites, (3) evaluations

of the available data and interpretations relating to modelling concept., and (4)

conclusions and recommendations relating to the design of field experiments.

SUMMARY OF FIELD OBSERVATIONS

A thorough review of published literature and numerous unpublished sources yielded

field-scale values of dtspersivity for various sites across the United States and in

ten foreign countries. The review included consideration of data sources identified

by Lallemand-Barres and Peaudecerf (1978), Anderson (1979), Pickens and Grisak

(1981), Isherwood (1981), Mercer, et al. (1982), as well as others available to the

authors. The Mercer et al. review dealt with aquifer thermal energy storage. In

most of the studies cited by Mercer the dispersion coefficient is reported as a sum

of thermal dispersion and hydrodynamic dispersion. Only when these values were

reported separately could we determine the value of hydrodynamic diapersivity used

in a particular study and include It In our summary table. An additional source

emphasizing recent studies In Germany (Schrdter, 1983) was located late In this work

and could not be obtained for evaluation; therefore these sites are not included in

the compilation. The findings of Schroter are similar, however, to the results

presented in our literature summary.

Fifty-five sites were found where investigators reported longitudinal dispersivities

(AL) at specified scales. Since observations at many sites included results from

multiple tracer teats, a total of 99 values of longitudinal dispersLvity were

recorded. In the few cases where values of transverse horizontal and vertical
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Table 2-1

SUlSIARY OF FIELD OBSERVATIONS FOR THE SATURATED ZONE

Hydraulic
Conductivity 

Clasaific

Avermote (0/2) Scale Diaper- stion" of

Aquifer Apparent or Effective Velo- Test Mont- Method of aivity rellabill

and Aquifer Thickness Hetero- Transuisaivity Porosity city Flow Configu- tor- Tracer of Data Test AL/AT/AV of AL/AT/

site uwo. Material (n) geneity (M
2

/s) (percent) (-/d) System ration ing Used Interpretation (-) Cm) (IIIIII

. 0L.A4 64 2.1t04- Ambient Multiple 2D 3 H Numerical simulation 20,000 30.5/18 III
Abletroe *t *l.
(1977)
Raeford, VA

*ierabenk (1959)
Cole (1972)
Ranford, VA

flovistile
sands and
gravels

Glacio
fluviatile
sands and
grovels

layered

64 Multi-
layered

5.7X10k4 to
3.O,00-2
a/a

10 26
31

sampling
wells
(contei.)

Ambient I Injection
well, 2 obs.
wells
(pulse
Input)

u ing discrete-
particle-random-walk
algorithm.

Fluor- Breakthrough curve
scein pulse width.

3500
4000

6
460

III
III

Drededoeft and
Finder (1973)
Brunwick, CA

pentley ad
Walter (193)
VIP

Limestone 50 Halti- 1.7xlO-'
layered "2/8

35

is

Artificial Radial con- 2D
verging
(contain.)

0.3 Artificial 2-well re- 2D
circulating
(continuous
input)

C1 Calibration of
numerical model.

PFBSCN Grove and Beetea
analysie (1971).

1000 170/I2* III

Fractured
dolomite

5.5
6 5,l0-7 to
8.6XIi1

7

M2/a

23 5.2 III

Clamen and
cerde (1975)
Awergesn, NV

Fractured
Dolomite

15 Bilayered 5x10-2 to
11x10-2
,2/0

0.14-
3.4

Artificial 2-ell re- 2D
circulating
(pulse
input)

3 H Grove and Beetem
type analysis.

122 15 III

iris, P. (19"0)
Camuet
(Gard, France)

' boaiels (1981)
Nevada Toot Site

! Disslin (1981)
,Le Collier

(Loer.. Pranmce)

Alluvial
depolits

Alluvium
derived
from tuff

Fractured
granite

9
10-3 /s 0.2 Artificial Radial. al- 3D

ternating
diverging.
converging

0.04 Artificial Radial 2D
converging
(contem.)

HNct, Fitting of a
C1- numerical model.

50 1 II

D311
500

20

I1.7x005

mis

310-4 to
9,cl04 w/e

Type-curve matching
for pulse input
(after Sooty. 1977).

91 10-30 III

6 0.5 II2-8 3 Artificial Radial con- 2D
verging
(pulse
input)

Cl- Analytical solution
I- after Sauty (1977).
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Table 2-1 (continued)

SUiay OF FI!W OSESRVATIOIS FOR THE SATURATI ZOn

Conductivity Scale Dtaper- ateLn of
~te~aL w*eTax: ( al- g5)H M~ ethod of SiVIty rliabilityReferm" Aqnk ifer Apparent or Ctfectt e Vain- Test Moni- Mchco iiF raliblJ

and Aquifer Tbicknosa Meter.- TrannuasaIvity Porosity city Flow Configu- tor- Tracer of Data Test AL/AT/AV of 4 kl4AiAq
Site page at~e d*1 (a) Ke"nity (.2/a) (percent) (A/d) System ration Ing Ued lnterpretation (a) (i) tlIIU)t

Diemlin (1980) Alluvial 6 3U10O4 m*I 0.5 Ambient I injsction 2D C1 1 D solution to 15 3 EUTorey (Prance) depesits

Penske (1973)
Tatum Sait

Dome, M

Fried (1971)
thIin Aquifer

Fried (1975)
Rhine Aquifer
(Salt Inew)
Soetbern
Alsace, France

Fried (1975)
Lyons, France
(Sanitary
LanIdfill)

Goblet (1982)
Ste, a

FProac

Limestone 53 4.7xWO6 of* 23

Seed, Grewel
aed cebbles

mixture of
n, grml,

and pebbles
with clay
leemee

Alluvial,
with saed and
gravel and
alightly stra-
tified with
clay len es

Froctured
gfrente

12

125 10-3 */a

well, 3 ob-
servation
wella (pulee
input)

1.2 Artificial Radial di-
vergent
(pulse in-
put)

9.6 Artificial Radial di-
vergent
(pulse in-
put)

Ambient Nvltiple

vello
(coanen.)

5.0 Ambient lultiple

(contmn.)

84 Artificial Radial
converging
(pulse
input)

Ambient Regional
multiple
sampling
valle
(contc .)

aistiv-
Ity)

3N 1-0 solution to
advection-otspersion
equation.

C1- Numerical solution to
1-D radial advection
diapersion equation
to find AL.

3D C1- Calibration of bidln-
enstonal. horizontal.
monolayer, hydrodio-
poraive model to sio-
late *alt concentra-
tions.

ZD Conduc- Calibration of bidin-
tivity eneional, horilontal,

monolayer, hydrodis-
permive model to Biau
late malt concentra-
tions.

91 11.6

6 11

800 15/1

III

i1t

In1

III

qution.loa erwaon
equetion.

20 Locally
multi-
layered.
globelly
not-
layered

50

600-
1000

12/4

10-5 to
10o7 s/s

20 Rhwt
SrCI

Convolution solution
accounting for bore-
bole flushing effects;

seee uniform flow eqn.

17 2 lit

Crov (1977)
WITS, Idaho

Basaltic
lava and
sedimeeto

76 I.44l0 1 to
* l.4x101

02/

10 2D Cl- Numerical simulation
osing Cnlerkin finite

element model.

20,000 91/91 tit
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SUMMARY Of FIELD OBSERVATIONS FOR THE SATURATED ZONK

Atwe
Aquifer

Aquifer ThSknee
Aed-J (a)

Hydraulic
Conductivity

al)
or

TranaisIvIty
Apparent

ettro-
gamilyF

Effective
Poro ity
(percent)

Vele-
city
(mid)

Flow
Systm

Test Hont-
Configu- cor-
ration ing

Tracer
Us"d

Method
of Data

Interpretation

Scale
of
Tot
(a)

Dispe1 ..
efvity,

AL/&~~

ClaasitorP
atiam of

reliablatt
of iLA/

Grev *and
Beetam (1971)
gddy County
(near Carlsbad).
New H wxio

Gapta at al.
(1975)
Setter eastn,
Califernia

Rate" and Mir
(1962)
Leand and tuber
(1970)
flabal Oren,
Iarel

Nrpo (1905)
Soutbern
Coastal Plain,
larael

Proctere
DolmItet

Sadaten,
mba).. an,
and allu1siL
eadluantw

Del."It

Shate"
with ellt
and gly
Lovewr

12 12 3.5 Artificial 2-vel1 re- 2D
circulating
(puloe in-
put)

Hulti-
layered

Ambient Multiple
(regional) samplitn

vella

(enmir.
Input)

3.4 -.0 Artificisl Radial con-
verging
(pulse
input)

3u Approximate numerical
solution of
advactIon-dispersion
equation.

Cl Nmunrical ai ulation
uslng Galerkin
finite element
model.

60Co Land. and Zuber
analysis (1970).

C1- 1-0 analytical
solution to radial
advection-diaperaion
equation.

55 38.1 III

100 ZD

2090 FbItt-
layered

14 Artificial Radial di-
vergent
(continuous
Input)

Aebient Multiple
sampling
wells
(conta..)

50,000 80-200/
8-20

250 6

28 0.1-l.0

14,000 30.5/9.1

4.4 !:z.er
1 0.1
2 0.01
3 0.2

10.4 1 0.3
2 0.04
3 0.7

-I1"e end
Labedle (1977)
So1sall Sub-
bat", Calif.

leeba (1983)
Lower Clatt
/allay, Swit-
zerland

Dit-
solved
solids

No data analysis;
dipersivitiras chosen
based on unpublished
literature sources.

III

x; I

III

III

II

Layered
rty ee and

*itltr an

25 MuIti- 9.2xlO04

layered u/s to
6.6x10-3

3.4
1.8
1.2

S.'
6.1
1.7

Anbient (River in-
filtrating
into ground-
water) One
well for dye
InjectIon,
twe sampling
wells

Uranina Modified Lande and
Zuber's approach by
using Ivanovitch and
5dith's (1978).
Breakthrough curves
show three peeks;
author attributes
thee to varying K.

j .
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Table 2-1 (continued)

SUMMARY Of FIELD OBSERVATIONS FOR THE SATURATED ZODR

Referenee
and

Site Rage

Average
Aquifer.

Aquifer Thicknese
material (a)

Hydraulic
Conductivity

(mis)
Apparent or Effective
Netero- Tranwtoaeivity Poroeity
genetty (,

2
/.) (percent)

Velo-
city
(-ad)

Plow
System

Test Nont-
Configu- tor-
ration Ing

Tracer
Used

Method
of Date

Interpretation

Scale
of

Test
(-)

Diaper-
sivity

AL/AT/A
(-)

Claveific-
atioR of

reliability
of AL/AT/Av
(1,11,111)?

Kroft et Al.
(1974)
In-Pb depoetts
Poland

Fractured
dolomite

57 Two-layerod 2.510-
4

to
4.7x0-4 */s

2.4 7.5
100

48 two-layered 2.SxIO-4 to
4.7X10

4
m/i

2.4 60.1
22.7

Artificial Radial con-
vargont
(pulse In-
put)

Artificial Radial con-
vergent
(pulse tn-
put)

Artificial Radial con-
vargent
(pulse
input)

1311 Lends and Zuber
analysti (1970).

Kroft et al.
(1974)
Sulfur
deposits

Limeetone 7 HIulti- I.lx10-4 n/ 12.3 10
layered 10.8

22 44-110 11

1311 Lenda and Zuber

analysia (1970).

5CO Landa and Zubar
analysis (1970).

S8ac Lends end Zuber

analysis (1970).

Cl- Nuericaligraphicai
solution to radial
advaction-dispersion
equation.

27 2.7-27

41.5 20.8

it

11

21.3 2.1 11

Liestone 7 HMltt-
layered

Sand and 1.5 Contains
grevel localized

clay len*ea

I.lxlO 4 a/e 12.3 8.6 Artificial Radial con-
vergent
(pulse
Input)

Lau et al.
(1957)
U. Cal.
Berkeley

9x10-4 m/ 30 7 Artificial Radial di-
vergent
(coentin-
uoue in-
pet) Witt
multiple
obe. wells

2D 19 2-3 I

Lee, et al.
(1980)
Perch Lake,
Ontario
(lkebed)

Send Layered send 3.2zl0-
5
u/s

contatntng
smel-Csc1
heterogeneities

0.14 Ambient 5 Injection 3D
walla, mul-
tiple obe.
we ll
(pulse
input)

ClU breakthrough curve pulse
width used to find AL
(1-D solution used).

<6 0.012 III

Laland and
RHilel (1981)
Amherst. MA

Pine wand
and glacial
till

0.75 Multi-
layered

2.4 to 3x
1i-5 a/a

40 .3-.6 Ambient Multiple
injection
and sampling
welle (pulse
-nput)

3D C1- Analytical solution to
2-D advection-dispersion
equation.

4 .05-.07 III
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Table 2-1 (continued)

Smeis! OF or ELDn oesEVTInoys FOR Tm SATuRATFD 101N

Nydroulic
(e wa it ( tt Scale t Dispet- Ott"of,

Reference Aqifer Apparent or Cffactiv V.lo- T cont- Othod of * s1t rllats
mud Aquifer TMise Nater.e- TrV testmis ty Porosity city Flow CoofIgu- tor- Tracer of Data Test c LJAT/AV of AL/ j |

Slt sx o "Starft te) S 9tY Wa2 /o) (percent) (Wmd) System ration ins Used Interpretation (-) a) tl SI,1I)

Ivm-_tch and Fretured 2.2x10-3 0.5 57.6 Artificial Radial con- -62r Curve fitting ustng two- 8 3.1 I
SMtft (1978)
Dost., angland

chblk

Chalk

u/s (feet
pulse)

3.6Mx04
a/s (low
plse)

vergent. fast
(pulus Input)

2.3 9.6 Artificial Radial con-
vergent. slow
(pulse Input)

8 2 Br

litrate Computer fit to break-
through curve based on
data from one samvle
site.

8 1.0 III

25 1.6/0.76 III

pal"e analytical model.

Kie (1981)
NOW Harite State
tliversity
Las Cruses, 1M

Send Vertical
variation
of param-

t*ars ob-
*sree

9.55x10-5 42
*)/ (total

porosity)

Ambient Grid of ZD
sa*ples
Screamed
at the
water table.
Tracer Input
wes the out-
flow of a
tracer test
in ths un-
saturated
zono (ont*i.)

20 Ambient Radial con- 2D
and vergent
artificial (pulse

input)

Klotz, at *a.
(1MM0)
Dotrneh.
Conwy

nl"Jie-
stacial
gve"L

14
8
23r aent method but assumed

Ursanne AL constant. Lends and
Zuber analysis (1970).

10 5, 1.9 1i

Konikow (1976)
Rockty Mt.
Arseeal

Koatkow and
Ir ddahoft (1974)
Arkasas River

Valley (at La

Junte), Colorado

Kraft at al.
(1974)
Poand

Alluvium

Alluvium, in-

clY, milt,
sad, gravel

30 Ambient Multiple
obe. wvils
(costam.)

Ambient Multiple
obo. weils
(contain.)

CL- Calibration of numerical
Wodel.

113000 30.5

18,000 30.5/9.1

It

tit25 2.4x1o-4
to 4.2nl10 3

Us/

20 2D Dis-
folved
solidn

Calibration of numerical
model.

Sold 2.5 3. IX10-5
to I.SX10-4

Xmi
i.2x14
,21/8

24 29 Artificial Radial con-
vergent
(pulse
input)

1311 Land& and Zuber analysis
(1970).

5-6 0.18 xt

i-9



Table Z-l (continued)

SUMMART OF FIED OBSERVATIOWS FoP T SATURATED ZONE

Reference
and

site Name

Aver.ge
Aquifer

Aquifer Thickness
Naterial (3)

Apparent
U terr-
Refeity

Hydraulic
Conductivity

(r/a)
or Effective

Tranesaesivity Porosity
(MM/g) (percent)

Velo-
ctCy
(W/d)

Flow
System

Teet Moni-
Configu- tor-
ration ing

Tracer
Used

Method
of Data

Interpretation

SCle
of

Test
(U)

Disper-
aivity

AL/AT/AV
(a)

Closeafic
ation of
rallabilit
of AL/ATh/

(1.,zII

Mercedo (1966)
Ovom Region,
Israel

Sand and
sandstone
with soes
silt end
cloy

- 80 Multi- 2.1z10-8 to
layered 2.4x10-8

.2,.

23.3 0.84-
3.4

Artificial Single
well In-
jection -
vitbdrawal
(continuous
input)

30 
60

Co Analytical solution
C1- to l-D advectieo-

dispersion equation.

<11s
(obu.
wells)

0.5-1.5
(injection
phase)

M"C.r et *1.
(1981)
Kosbsrg Nuclear
Poser Station,
South Africa

Sand 20 Multi-
layered

0.12 Ambient I Injec-
tion wall;
3 obe.
veils
(pulse
input)

3D 1311 Solution after Lend*
and Zuber (1970),
modified to reflect
tracer concentrations
at various depthe.

2-8 .01,.03.01,
.05 for
layers;

.42 for
depth avg.
("hole
aquifer)

13 1.0Nolinsri (1977)
Souty (1980)
Sauty (IV77)
Boonand, France

Sand Some 8.3x104 to
vertical l.lxl03
layering .2/a

38 Forc.d
Uniform
Flow
Field

2.7

Multiple
saroling
wells at
different
distances
ftro
source
(pulse
Input)

2D Heot Fitting of axi_-
symnetric numerical
model.

.

P

R

i

.

L;
S
tM

|
|
h

N
|
I

1.0
2.4
1.0
2.0
2.0

I-

l3l131t
131i
1311
Ml1

Sauty's (1977) curve
fitting techniques.

13
13
13
26
33.2
32.5

0.79
1.27
0.72
2.23
1.94/0.11
2.73/0.11

New Zealand Mtn-
lotr" of Vorks
and Developomn.
(1977)
eraetsuffa

Aquifer, New
Zealand

oyae will Site Crevwcka
gravel with
cobbles

100 Highly
hetero-
geneoun

0.29m2/2 22 150-
200

Ambient Multiple
obs. wells
(pulse
input)

3D 1311,

82gr

Cl,
e. Coli

3D analytical *olution
for pulse input.

54-59 1.4 - 11.5/
0.1 - 3.3/
0.4 - 0.10

11

'-13
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Table 2-1 (continued)

SUMMARY oF VIELD OBSEVATIONS FOR THE SATURATED ZONT

Hydraulic
Conductivity Classific

Average (r/*) Scale Dilper- alion of
Reference Aquifer Apparent or Effectiv Velo- Test Nonf- Method of sivity rllebtili

oad Aquifer Thickneres wtero- Tranaaiselvity Porocity city Flow Configu- tor- Tracer of Data Test AL/AT/AV of AL/AT/
Site Na" Material (a) penalty (02/g) (percent) (m/d) Systee ration Ing Used Interpretation (a) (a) (I,II

PI ere
Site 2

Creywecke 120
alluwlue
(gravels)

Highly
hetero-
geneous

o.37m2/s 22 20-25 Ambient Multiple 30 Ithnl,
obe. 8 2

3r
wells
(pulse
Input)

25 0.3 - 1.5/-/ It
0.06

Meetings City
Rubbish Dup

Cr*acka
alluvium
(gravels)

Highly
hetero-
geneoun

.16,.35 ,
2
/. 20 Ambient multiple

oba.

(contai.)

C1- 290 41/10/0.07 III

16.4 2.13 - 3.35/ i11
0.61 - 0.915

Wayeik and Unconcol- 27
Barcelone (1981) Idated
Maredoeia, IL wand and
(Morgan County) gravel

2.2xlO-2 to
4.3x102
.2/a

Ambient Multiple 2D Amonia Calibration of 20
wells solute transport model.
(conts.
event)

Oekeo and
dwvorthy
(1977)
Clipetone, UK

Sandstone U4 2.xlO
4
-6

to
I.4ii10-
c/u

32-48 5.6,4.0 Artificial l)radial 20 
8 2

8r
9.6 diverging

and
2.4 2)converg- 2D Cl-,l-
3.6 Ing

(pulse
Input)

Numerical solution of 6 0.16. 0.38
of advection-diepersion 3 0.31
equation.

6 0.6
3 0.6

*peadoralue
and Larseon
(1978)
Mobile.
Alabama

Pickens
and Crisak
(1981)
Chalk River

Medlum to 21
fine send
interspersed
with clay
and slit

Sand 8.

Aseumed 3x1O0
none w/u (boris.

and 5.1xl0-i
*/s (Tert.)

25 0.05 Artificial Radial di- 2D Heat Numerical simulation
vergent ucing finite difference
(continuous techniques.
Input)

5 Small-
scale
cross
bedding

2x105 to 38 0.15
2xlO- e/s

Artificisl 2-im1 re- 3D 5 1
Cr Analysis after Grove and

circulating Sectes (1971).
(continuoue
Input)

57.3 1.5 it

8 0.5 III
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Table 2-1 (continued)

SVMUART OF FIELD OBSERVATI0NS FOR THC SA"UNATD ZONE

Reference
and

Sit- Name

Average
Aquifer

Aquifer Thickness
Naterial (a)

Hydraulic
Conductivity

(3/.)
Apparent or
Hatero- Transulaslvity
Rntaity (*2/p)

Effective Velo-
Foroeity city
(percent) (m/d)

Flow
System

Test Monit
Conflgu- tar-
ration tla

Tracer
Used

Method
of Data

Interpretation

Scrle
of

Taet
(a)

Diaper-
ivity,

AL/Af/Ay
(a)

Classetic-.
ation at
alauittiy

of APJA1IAy
(1,11,111)t

fickene
and Crisak
(1981),
cont'd.

Sand 8.5 Small-
scale
cross
bedding

2x10-
5

to
2x10-' ate

38 0.15 Artificial 1-wall
Injection
withdrawal
(continuous
input)

3D 1311 Analysis after Mercado
(1966) at ob.. walls.

Analysie after Mercado
(1966) and Golhar and
Collins (1971) at pumping
well.

3 0.002-0.09
for laysra
(0.007 - mean
for layers)

3 0.03

III

III

Finder (1973)
Long Island

Glacial
outwssh

43 multi- ?.5xlO *
Layered c/s

35 0.43 Ambient Multiple
(regional) wells

(contom.)

Analysis after Mercado
(1966) at obe. walls.

Analysis after Mercado
(1966) and CGlhar and
Collins (1971) at pumping
well.

3D Cr*6 Simulation of chromium
concentrations using
Galerkin-finite elenmnt
approach.

2D C1- Visual atching of ob-
served values with type
curves given by Ogatn
and Banks (1961). using
a I-D uniform flow
solution.

5 0.004-0.015
f or layers
(0.008 - mean
for layers)

5 0.09

103 21.3/4.2 III

III

tit

Roberts. at al.
(1981)
Palo Alto
Vaylsnde

Sand and
gravel.
silt

Multi- 1.25x10-3
layered n

2
/s

(lower
aquifer)

5 .0xlO0
02/s
(upper
aquifer)

1.4xlO-' to
l 4xilO ^2/s

25 15.5
12.0

3.5
25.6

7.9

Artificial Radial
divergent
(continuous
Input)

II
20
40
16
43

5
2
a
4
11

III
III
Tit
III
tit

10Robertson (1974)
Robertson and
Barraclougb
(1973)
nUT. Idaho

Basaltic
lava and
sediments

76 1.54 Aobient Regional
multiple
sampling
wells
(conats.)

2D C1 2-D solute transport used
and solved numerically by
the method of characteris-
tics and compared to field
date.

2xIO4 91011370* III
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Table 2-1 (continued)

SUMMARY OF FIEW OBSSVATIOWS FOR THE SATURATED ZoRN

Hydraulic
Conductivity Classific-

Average (m/l) Scale Diaper- stion of

Reference Aquifer Apparent or Effective Velo- Test Nonf- Method of atvIty reliability

end Aquifer Thickness Hetaro- Tranetmisivity Porosity city Flow Conigftr- tor- Tracer of Data Teat kL/AT/Ay Of t/ArT/AV
Site Name Material (i) genelty (0

2 /s) (pertent) (a/d) System ration lng Used Interpretation (a) (a) (I IlI1l)t

Robson (1974
and 1978)
Barstow. CA

Alluvial
sedleents

27 Multi- 2.1x10-
4

to
layered IxlO-2

a2/.

40 Artificial 2-well r_- 2D
circulating
(continuous
input)

Cl- Digital program used to
calculate breakthrough
curves. using analysia
after Grove (1971).

6.4 15.2 III

40 3 Ambient Regional
sultipe
sampling
wells
(contasm.)

2D Dti- Numerical modal after
solved brtdehoeft and Finder
solids (1973).

104 61/18 III

'.IF

A .

Robeon (1978)
Baratov, CA

Rabinowitz and
Crags (1972)
Roswell Basin
Wew Mexico

Reoasse@t (1977)
slyes-Satnt-
Valbse near
Lyon, France

Beuty (1977)
Corbse

Sogol *nd
Finder (1976)
Cutler Atrea
stcayne say
Aquifer,
Fltrida

Alluvial
*ediment.

Fractured
lieetone

Clay, send
and gravel

Sand and
gravel

Fractured
limestone
and calcar-
soo sand
atome

30.5 Malti-
layered

5x10-4 r/ 40 Ambient Regional
multiple
acopling
vella
(Contrai.)

3D Die- Simulation using vertical
solved 2-D solute transport
*olids model.

3200 61/-/0.2 III

61 Malti- I.IxiO-
2

to
layered 2.910

1
1 11-21 Ambient Regional-

multiple
sampling
wells
(envir.
input)

2D 3H Assumed Input function
deternined At by watching
1-0 pulae solution with
concentration data.

- 32,000 20-23

9.3 6.9
5.3 0.3, 0.7

10.7 0.46, 1.1
7.1 0.37

III

it
III
III
it

12 Halti-
layered

6.3X10-3

to 1.5,lO-2
mis

14
2.1-18
1.8-5.9
11-24

Is
11.5.3.8
46.7,16
24

Artificial Radial
Convar9inC
(pulse
input)

20 I- Type curve matching to
Individual layers after
Sauty (1977).

2D I- Type curve matching to
individual layers.

12 125,100 Artifteal
15.5 78
6.9

Radial
converging
(pulse
Input)

25
so
150

11, 1.25 III
25, 6.25 III
12.5 It

30.5 Assumed 0.45x10-2
none */a (hort:.)

and
0.09x10-4
a/* (vert.)

25 20 Ambient Regional
multiple

saplins
Iells.110
(enxir.
Input)

3D C1- 2-D Calerkin finite
element *itulation.

490 6.7/0.67 III
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Table 2-1 (continued)

SUMMARY OF FILW OBSERVATIONS FOX THE SATURATED ZONE

Rydr ultc
Conductivity Cleesific-

Aversae (s/a) Scale Diaper- ation of
Reference Aquifer Apparent or Effective Velo- Teot Moni- Method of sivity reliability

and Aquifer Thickness Hetero- Tran siesivity Porosity city now Coafigu- tor- Tracer of Data Teot AL/ATyAV of Ad/AT/AV
Site game Material m) geneity. (p2/.) (percent) (m/d) Syste. ration ing Used Interpretation (a) (a) (I.IIIII)1

Sudi cy *t
al. (1983)
Dorden

Cloclo-
flwial
sand

7-27 Moderate 4.8x10-5 to
7.6x10-5 ols

38 0.07-0.25 Ambient Multiple
samnling

well.
(pulse
input)

3D C1 Analytical solution to 3-D
edvection-dispernion equa-
tion with approach after
Dtiulin (1980).

11 0.08/0.03 I
0.75 0.01/0.005 I

Glocio-
fluvial
snnd

7-27 Moderate 10-5 to 10-7
s/s

38 0.01-0.04 Ambient multiple 3D
wells (con-
tinuous
Input-25yrs)
(envir.
input)

3H Simulation uin ntl-D solu-
tion to the advaction-dis-
peion equation.

600 30-60 III

Sykes St.
al (1982b
and 1983)
$orden

Sand 5.8 to 7.2
x 10 5 n/s

35 Ambient Multiple
sampling
wells
(pulse
input)

3D Cl- Simulation using multi-
dimensional finite
difference model.

700

700

7.6/ /0.016 III
-1.5 (3D model)

1.5-7.6/-/0 III
-0.15 (2D model)

Sykes et al.
(1983)
Mobile,
Alcbasa

Send, *ilt
and clay

21 5x10-4 /s
(horit.) and
2.5xO-) *a/a
(wert.)

9x,10-5 2
/g

to 6.5%2/s

25 0.05 Artificial Radial
divergent
(continu-
ouo input)

3D Heat Simulation using a 3-D
finite difference model.

57.3 0.76/-/0.15 II

Vaccaro and
polka (1983)
Spokane Aquifer,
WSshinton end
Idaho

Valocchi at
al. (1981)
Palo Alto
Beylende

Clacio-
fluvtal
sand and
gravel

Sand and
gravel, silt

152 7-40 0.003- Ambient
2.8

multiple
obS.
wells
(contan.)

Cl
(from
land use
activ-
Wties)

Calibration of numerical
model.

43,400 91.4/27.4 III

2 Multi- 1.25x10-3
layered 02/*

(lower
aquifer)

5.0x1O0
N2/g

(upper
aquifer)

25 27 Artificial Radial
divergent
(continuous
Input)

C1 2-0 advection-disperalon
simulation model used
(Calerkin finite-lement).

16 1.0/0.1 I
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Table 2-1 (continued)

SUltIRY OF FILEW OBSERVATIONS FOR THE SATURATED ZONE

Reference
and

Site lame

Average
Aquifer

Aquifer Thickness
Material (U)

Hydraulic
Conductivity

(a/a)
or

Tronselvdivity
(02/a)

Apparent
wetero-
geneity

Effective V*el-
Poroeity city
(percent) (mid)

flow
System

Teat Honi-
Configu tor
ration jGq

Trecer
Used

Method
of Dets

Interpretation

Scale
of

Teot
(a)

Disper-
elvity

AL/AT/Ay
(a)

Cleugfic.
ftion of
niliability
Of AL/AT/AT
(lxl11IIIot

Welter (1983)
W'rr

Fractured
dolomite

7 8 0x10-5 0.7 4.5,
;I/. end 2.4

11
(along
separate
paths)

Artificial Radial con- 20
vergent
(pulse
input)

MIS
par-I

Type curve watching after
Sauty (1977).

30 10-15 111

Webster. Procter
and Marine (1970)
Savennab River
Plant, SC

CryetallIv., 76
fractured
*chist
and gneies

3.6tl0-7
*/0

1.3
21.4

Artificial 2-well
(pulse
input)
(recir-
culating
f low)

20 85
Sr Crove and Beete analyseie

82
8r (1971).

538 134 III

Werner. et &L.
(1983)
Hydrothermal
Toet Site
Aefligen,
Switterland

Wiebenge (1967)
Lendn and Zuber
(1970)
Surdeklin Delta.
Auetrelia

Wilson (1971)
Robson (1974)
Tuscon, AZ

Cravel

Sand and
gravel

20

6.1

ml.

17 9.1 Ambient Siagle
Injection
veil With
monitoring
network

32 29 Artificial Radial
convergent
(pulse
input)

3D Beet Calibration of numerical
model.

131i Analysis after Lend.
38 and Zuber (1970).

700
37
105
200

130-234
131
208
234

III
III
III
III

1!18.3 0.26

Unconeoli-
dated gravel
send, and
slit

4.3 PhIti-
layered

38 Artificial 2-ell
teat (non-
recirculat-
ing) (con-
tinuous
input)

3D Cl- Digital program used to
calculate breakthrough
curves.

79.2 15.2 III

C-- ~~~~~~~~~~~~~2-23
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Table 2-1 (continued)

SUMUARY OF FIELD OBSERVATIONS FOR THE SATURATED ZONE

Hydraulic
Conductivity Clacoefic-

Averate (r/a) Scale Diopcr- atIon of

Reference Aquifer Apparent or effective V lo- Toot Mont- Method of aivity reliability
and Aquifer Thicknese Netero- Transwiasivity Porosity city Flow Configu- tor- Tracer of Date Toet AL4ATIAV of AL/IT/AV

Site NWae Materisl (a) g renty (02/g) (percent) (aid) System ration ite Used lnterpretation (a) (a) (I 1,III)t

wbed (1981) Sand 1000 2.9x10-4 to 35 0.0003- Ambient Envir. Ne Concept of hydrochemical 105 5,600- III
Aquta Foreation 8.7 x 10-4 0.0007 input faciee is used. Aquifer 40,000
Southern MD 

2
/a is viwed ac a Large col-

umn; dispersion is deter-
mined by observing solute
concentration contours in
apace and using a I-D *ol-
ution to the advection-
dispersion equation after
Ogata and Blanks (1961).

hood and Sond and 17 Hulti- 3.2x10-
3

to 78 Artificial Radial 2D I- Solution after Celher and 1.52 0.015 II
Erlich (1978) gravel layered 4.4x10-3 conver- Collins (1971).
ond Baseett, *2/e gent
et at. (1980) (pulse

Lubbock. TX input)

Notes

AL - Lonwitudinal disporalvity
AT * Horizontal transwerse diaperaiity
A - vertical transverse dispersivity

* a porosity-corrected disperoivity value.
t For deecription of classification criteria,
see text.

pro - Pentafluorobengonte
5CN - Thiocyanate
HTFM5 - Hetatrifluoromethylbenzoate
DFP - Orthofluorobansoate
NFS - Hetafluorbensoate
Fare-rs - *nrafluorobwnzoate
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the 5S sites examined, artificial flow systems were used in roughly half of the

experiments.

Ambient flow system. are important in determining regional dispersLvitLes, i.e., on

scales of greater than approximately 100 o. Usually dispersivitLes are calculated

for such regional systems by calibrating a numerical nodel of a contaminant or

natural tracer that is observed in multiple wells ln the study area. Controlled

tracer tests have not been performed on the scale of the regional models because of

the lengthy observation times; however, some smaller scale tests (less than 100 m)

have been performed In ambient flow systems. Ambient (or "natural gradient") flow

systems were used in 27 of the sites examined.

A third type of flow system that was used in only one case, Bonnaud, France (Sauty,

1977) is referred to as 'forced uniform flow." In this type of system, a uniform

flow field is generated between two lines of equally spaced wells, one line

recharging and one line pumping, with both screened to the full depth of the

aquifer.

Monitoring configuration (two dimensional vs. three dimensional) was noted due to

the Influence of vertical mixing in an observation well on the concentration of

tracer in a water sample. Several studies (Meyer, et al., 1981; Pickens and Grisak,

1981) have shown that when a tracer is not injected over the full aquifer depth,

vertically-mLxed samples underestimate the tracer concentration and consequently,

the longitudinal dispersivLty is overestimated. This can occur when the tracer

occupies only a portion of the vertical thickness, but a sample from the entire

thickness is taken. The true tracer concentration is then diluted with essentially

tracer-free water. If one then attempts to model the diluted ("measured")

concentration, the dLspersivlty must be overestimated in order to obtain enough

tracer spreading (dispersion) to yield the "measured" concentration. Where point

sampling was reported, it ls noted as "three-dimensLonal"; this was the case at 19

sites. Although two-dimensional (vertically-mixed) sampling was reported for most

other sites, there were many sites for which no indication of whether point or

fully-mixed sampling was performed.

Noting information on test configuration is important because some tests are of

questionable value in that they may not be providing a measure of actual field

dLsperslvLty. The various test configurations used to generate artificial flow

systems are: (1) radial convergent, where the center well ls pumped and the tracer
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is introduced into the observation well; (2) radial divergent, where the tracer

solution ls Injected Into the center well and the tracer breakthrough Ls observed at

the observation well; (3) single well Injection - withdrawal, where the tracer

solution is injected Into the center well for a period of time and then pumped back

out of the same well with tracer measurement during the pumping cycle; (4) two-well

or "doublet", where the tracer solution Is Injected In one well with measurement of

the tracer concentration as a function of tine in the pumping well. The details of

these tests are discussed by Thompson (1981).

Typically at least one observation well Is used for sampling tracer concentrations

with these tests, but sometimes multiple observation wells are used. Also noted in

Table 2-1 is whether the tracer input was a pulse or step. This Information ls

Laportsat ia evaluating the interpretation of the data from each tracer test.

The tracers used to measure transport at each site were also recorded as a factor to

be considered In evaluating the reliability of the calculated dispersLvities. The

tracers used to determine disperslvIty can be classified as artificial, envlron-

mental, or contaminant. Artificial tracers are those which are purposely injected

into the groundwater, and therefore the input conditions are usually well defined.

Also they are not usually present naturally ln the groundwater, or are Injected at

concentrations very much higher than natural background levels. Artificial tracers

used in the published literature reviewed included: 85Sr, 90Sr, C1-, r,
uranlne, 1 3 1 L, rhodamine, fluorscein, pentafluorobenzoate (PB), thiocyanate (SCN)

anLons, metatrifluoromethylbenzoate (MTFMB), orthofluorobenzoate (OF!), metafluoro-

benzoate (F8), parafluorobenzoate (para-FB), SICr, temperature (hot or cold

water), 6 0 Co, 58 Co, and 8 2 Br.

Environmental tracers and chemical contaminants can also be used to determine

dispersivitles, although their input conditions are not as well defined as those of

artificial tracers. Environmental tracers are constituents associated with

uncontrolled natural changes occurring in the groundwater before the start of a

study. Tritium, sodium, and chloride were the cases examined. Contaminant tracers

typically result from accidental events such as seepage of industrial wastes from

disposal ponds or roadside chemical spills. Hexavalent chromium and ammonia are

examples of contaminant-type tracers used to determine field-scale dispersLvity that

were found In the literature search.
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Also noted for each test situation was the type of data interpretation used by the

author(s) in determining disperslvlty. Data interpretations were nearly as varied

as the number of tests conducted; they ranged from one-dimenslonal analytical

solutions to numerical methods, or sometimes some combination of several

techniques. This information was collected to use as part of the subsequent

judgement of the reliability of the dispersIvity values.

As a result of this general review, several observations can be made based on the

data presented in Table 2-1 and Figure 2-1. First, it would appear that

dispersivity increases indefinitely with scale. Field observations of dispersivity

ranged from 0.01 o to approximately 5500 m at scales of 0.75 m to 100 km. These

values of field-scale dispersivity do not appear to be related to the type of

aquifer material (porous media versus fractured media) or the thickness of the

aquifer evaluated; for example, at each distance there was frequently a two-order

magnitude range ln dispersivity for similar aquifer materials.

From the examination of the cases where three-dimensional measurements of solute

concentrations were made, it is clear that tracers tend to travel in zones of

limited vertical extent, and that vertical mixing of the tracer as It travels

through the aquifer is often very small (Sudicky, Cherry, and Frind, 1983; LeBlanc,

1982).

DETAILED ANALYSIS OF SELECTED SITES

Two sites having extensive, good quality data were selected for detailed analysis

illustrating methodology and additional interpretation. The Borden landfill site in

Canada is used to Illustrate the method of second moment analysis to determine

three-dimensional dispersion characteristics and demonstrate displacement dependence

of the dispersivities. A generalized moment method of this type will be used to

analyze the proposed field experiments; the observations are designed for this

purpose. The Bonnaud site in Prance is analyzed to Illustrate how data on spatial

variability of hydraulic conductivity can be used to predict dispersivities.

Borden Landfill, Canada

Sudicky, Cherry, and Prind (1933) reported the results of a natural gradient tracer

test using chloride as a tracer at the Borden Landfill in Ontario, Canada. Point

sampling was used to determine tracer breakthrough concentration, and a three-

dimensional analytical solution to the advectloo-dispersioM equation was fitted to

the field data to obtain estimates of longitudinal, transverse, and vertical
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disperslvtiles. Values of 0.08 a and 0.03 m were obtained for longitudinal and

transverse dispersivitles, respectively, at a distance of 11.0 o from the source.

Vertical dispersion was found to be very weak and was attributed to molecular

diffusion.

The data gathered for this study are considered to be of high quality because

multilevel sampling was employed and the test was conducted under ambient field

conditions. However, the values derived for the dispersivities are questionable

because the analytical solution used assumes that diaperslvities are constant in

time and space. The purpose of this section Is to use the method of moments (see

e.g., Fischer, et al., 1979) as an alternate method of analysis to estimate the

dispersivities. This method is advantageous in that It does not make the a priori

assumption that the disperslvitLes are constant in time (or displacement distance);

conversely, it can be used to make observations about the nature of the

dlsperslvities, e.g., whether they are constant or are growing vith time (mean

travel distance) from the source.

For steady uniform saturated (S - 1) flow In the xz direction, where xi, x2,

and X3 are the principal axes of the dispersion tensor, and Dij Is spatially

constant, (1-2) can be written in a moving coordinate system as:

3C a~~2C
__at^D1 at t (2-l)

where

I 1'x1 - qlthe

(2 'x2

3 - x3

MultLplyLng (2-1) by C2and Integrating

JiJ4 2 I d 3 ' dt J 3k C t l d'2 *t3

-M fl i k at tc t l di 2 dt 3

Noting that Dij a 0 when I * J, and integrating the last term by parts using the

condition C * 0 as Ck , yields the following expression relating the second

moment of the concentration to the dispersion coefficient
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Ct2
dt 2Dk

da k k

where

k - 1, 2, 3 (no sum) (2-2)

1tf (X -
a

;k2CAX2 3

2
a k U

If! C 'Y I X2 ' 3

(2-3)

where

Xk M mean displacement of the tracer in the Xk direction

Using the disperslvity relationship of (1-5) and taking the mean velocity v - q /n

as coustant,

2
d.7
- -2Ak
dx

where x - vt and Ak denotes one of the three principal components of the

dispersivity.

Given that the xl axis has been aligned with the mean flow ir the

development of (2-2), X2 - x3 - 0.

(2-4)

If values of a2 versus x are plotted, then the nature of Ak as a function of

time (or mean travel distance) can be obtained. For example, if a2 versus x

plots as a straight line, then Ak can be considered a constant. Rearranging (2-4)

and integrating with Ak constant gives

a2 - 2 *x + conSt

so that the macrodispersivity is given by

(2-5)

Ak m /2 (2-6)
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2-
where m Ls the slope of the ak versus K graph.

The values of Ak so obtained can be interpreted as average macrodisperslvitles

between two locations.

2 -2
If values of a2 versus x plot as a straight line, then A k can be viewed as

growing linearly with distance. Rearranging and integrating (2-4) with Ak a

linear function gives

2 -2
°k a a b+ x a, b - constants (2-7)

and Ak can be expressed as

A - b x (2-8)

where b is the slope of the straight line.

This type of analysis was carried out using the data reported by Sudicky, et al.

(1983); the moments were determined from the data for the "slow zone" in their

Figures 4 and 5 for 29 and 121 days plus an estimate based on the initial injection

confLguration. A plot of 2 versus x (where xl * x, x2 , x3 a ) Ls

shown in Figure 2-4; ak versus x is shown in Figure 2-5. Because there are

only two data points, it is difficult to ascertain which behavior the dLspersivities

may be exhibiting (e.g., constant vs. growing linearly with mean distance). Earlier

reports (SudLcky and Cherry, 1979, Figure 10; Sudicky, et al., 1983, Figure 15) of

more detailed data for the "fast zone" clearly show increases of longitudinal

dispersivity with distance at the Borden alte.

Shown In Table 2-2 are the values of longitudinal, transverse, and vertical

dispersivities derived from these analyses compared with those reported by Sudicky,

et al. (1983). Assuming a linear change in dispersLvLty with displacement (the

center column of Table 2-2), the value obtained for Ax is oore than four times,

and the value obtained for AY is almost three times, larger than the values

obtained for dispersIvIties uslng the three-dimensional analytical solution. The

moment analysis therefore indicates that a priori assumptions regarding dLspersIvI-

ties could be incorrect. Based on the fact that fleld dlopersivitles apparently
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Table 2-2

DISPERSIVITIES DETERMINED FOR
BORDEN LANDFILL, ONTARIO

Hethod of Moments

Constant Ar Linear Ar Aaalytical Solu-
(Figure 2-4 and (Figure 2-5 and tion by SudLcky,
Equation 2-6) Equation 2-8) at al. 1983*
1.7 to 11.2 a at 11.2 a Scale - 11.2 E

Ax(E) 0.19 0.34 .08

Ay(m) 0.045 0.084 .03

A2(W) 0.00125 0.0019 9.3x10-5

Ax/Ay 4.2 4.0 2.7

A7/A3 36 44 321

* Based on Dtv - i.Ox1O-° m2/s with v - 1.07x10-6 m/s
(Sudicky, et al., 1983, p. 105).
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increase with scale, this alternate method of analysis allows dispersivities to be

calculated without assuming that they are constant.

Note that the value of vertical dispersivity for Sudicky, at al. (1983) in Table 2-2

was based on their value attributed to molecular diffusion (Dt- 1.0 x 10-10

M2Is) which they claim produced "best agreement" with measurements. The moment

analysis shows that the vertical disperslvity A2 is an order of magnitude larger,

though still rather small (1 to 2 mm). This small vertical dispersivity is

consistent with the small values predicted from stochastic theory (see Gelhar and

Axnoss, 1983, Table 3, Case 2).

Bonnaud, France

The French Bureau of Geologic and Mining Research (3RGM) carried out a number of

tests to determine aquifer parameters at a field site near Bosnaud, France. Tracer

tests in a confined shallow sand aquifer under conditions of pulse injection and

forced uniform flow yielded data from which di3persLvities could be calculated.

Using SaUty's type curve matching techniques, values of dispersvlity were found to

be: AL - 2.7 *; AT - 0.11 a (Sauty, 1977).

Gelhar and Axnesa (1983) have presented a stochastic theory for predicting macrodis-

perslon in aquifers. The data from Bonnaud is used here to demonstrate an appllca-

tlon of Case 2 (Horizontal Stratification with Horizontal and Vertical Anisotropy,

p. 170) of that theory. The appropriate predictive equation is Equation 69 of

Gelhar and AXzess (1983); Section 7 of that paper thoroughly illustrates the

application of the theory with several sample calculations. Readers interested in

the details of the stochastic approach should consult that source.

The parameters required for application of the stochastic theory were determined as

follows.

Logs of vertical fluid velocity in pumped boreholes (Peaudecerf, et al., 1975) were

used to estimate the autocovarlance function of the log hydraulic conductivity

assuming that the hydraulic conductivity was proportional to the local inflow rate

along the borehole. From the autocovarlance, the variance of lnK and the vertical

correlation scale ().3) were estimated to be 1.20 and 0.50 a, respectively.

From the hot water injection tests, maps of hydraulic head were constructed by B&GH

(sea e*g., 8 abrs, 1978, PL 5-6). This information provided an estimate of * 60,

the angle between the direction of flow and the major axis of the hydraulic
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conductivity tensor. In addition, measurement of the axes of the hydraulic head

ellipsoid provided an estimate of K'11/K'22 a 1.76. Knowing this ratio, the

value for o2 1,K, and assuming a value of X1 A3 of 2O, A1 A2 was

estimated to be 19 from Equation 69 and Figure 4a of Gelhar and Axness (1983). The

implied configuration of the heterogeneous sediment bodies, with the horizontal

scale X2 almost the same as the vertical scale X3, is not at all realistic. We

expectA2 to be much larger than X3 in stratified sediments. With these initial

parameter estimates, the longitudinal dispersivity A1l is equal to 0.56 m (from

Equation 69) which is a factor of 5 smaller than that determined from the tracer

test (A11 - 2.7 a, Sauty, 1977). We suspect that the lnK covariance and the

resulting parameters, a2 and X3 determined from the borehole flow meter,IlnK
are not reliable. Hufschmied (1983) has shown that ambient vertical hydraulic

gradients can have a very Important effect in such borehole flow measurements. The

effects of vertical gradients were not accounted for in the measurements at the

Bonnaud site.

Assuming the following plausible values of the parameters ( 2 - 1.2, X3 - 1 a,

AI - 20 , AZ a 8 m), Equation (2-9) yields A1l - 3.1 °, A2 2/A11 - 0.04

(the ratio of longitudinal to transverse dispersivity), and K;1/K 2 u 1.1, which are

in reasonable agreement with the observed values (AL * 2.7 a; AT - 0.11 Q;

K'IK' a 1.76). In any case, the main point is to illustrate the method of1/22
analysis which can be used to determine field-scale diaperlvitLes. This analysis

also demonstrates the need for developing reliable field methods of determining the

statistical parameter of hydraulic conductivity variations.

A number of dispersLvity determinations have been done at the Bounaud site.

Molinari and Peaudecert (1977), in Table 1, report longitudinal dispersivity values

ranging from less than 0.5 a to over 2 a for displacement distances of 13 m to 35 a.

These data clearly show an increase of dispersivity with distance (see also Figure

9, Gelhar, et al., 1979). Slgle-well hot water Injection tests (Sauty, et al.,

1982) have also been used to determine the longitudinal dispers ivty for heat

transport. In these experiments, which Involved displacement of the thermal front

out to 13 m, the dispersivity was found to be in the same range as for chemical

tracers (Molinari and Peaudecerf, 1977).

EVALUATIOa AND INTERPLETATION

Reliability of DIspersivity Data

The information collected on test conditions and data Interpretations was used

primarily to assess the reliability of the reported dispersivities. The objective
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was to determine, insofar as possible, whether field-scale dispersivity was actually

measured by the tests conducted. Before proceeding, we wish to make a clear

distinction between the reliability of the reported dispersivity and the worth of

a study. Often, the purpose of a study was something other than the determination

of disperslvity. Our classification of dispersivity ls not intended as a judgement

on the quality of a study as a whole, but rather to give us some criteria with which

to screen the large number of data values obtained. By using the more reliable

data, conclusions which evolve from the data will be more soundly based and

alternative interpretations may become apparent. The primary factors considered in

making this assessment included: the monitoring detail employed (two-dimensional as

opposed to three-dimensional), tracer used, type of test run, and data

interpretation.

The reliability of the reported dispersivltles was classified as either high,

intermediate, or low. Table 2-3 lists the criteria used to classify a disparsivity

as either high or low reliability. No specific criteria were defined for the

intermediate classification because it was intended to encompass those dispersivity

values that simply did not fall into the high or low group. As defined, the

classifications do not place a strict numerical confidence limit on reported

dispersivity, but rather are intended to give an order of magnitude estimate of the

confidence we placed on a given value. In general, we consider high reliability

dispersivitles to be accurate to within a factor of about two or three. Low

reliability data are considered to be no more accurate than within one or two orders

of magnitude. Intermediate reliability falls somewhere between the extremes.

High Reliability Dispersivity Values. For a reported dispersivlty to be classified

of high reliability, each of the following criteria must have been met.

1. The tracer test was either uniform flow, diverging radial flow or a two-well

pulse test (without recirculation).

These three test configurations produce breakthrough curves which are sensitive

to the dispersion coefficient and appear to work well in field applications.

The radial converging flow test is generally considered less satisfactory

because breakthrough curves at the pumping well for convergent radial flow

tests frequently show tailing that coaplicates the Interpretation of these

tests. Some researchers attribute this behavior to two or more discrete layers

and try to reproduce the observed breakthrough curve by the superposition of

breakthrough curves In each layer, where the properties of each layer may
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Table 2-3

CRITERIA USED TO CLASSIFY THE RELIABILITY OF
THE REPORTED DISPERSIVITY VALUES

High Rellability Dispersivity Values

* The tracer test was either uniform flow, radial diverging flow, or
two-well instantaneous pulse test (without recirculation).

S The tracer input was well defined.

• The tracer was conservative.

* The spatial dimenslonality of the tracer concentration measurements
was appropriate.

* The analysis of the tracer concentration data was appropriate.

Low Reliability Dispersivity Values

* The two-well recirculating test with a step input was used.

* The single-well injection-withdrawal test with tracer monitoring
only at the single well was used.

* The tracer Input was not clearly defined.

* The tracer breakthrough curve was assumed to be the superposition of
breakthrough curves in separate layers.

• The measurement of tracer concentration in apace was inadequate.

* The equation used to obtain dlspersivlty was not appropriate for the
data collected.
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differ (e.g., Ivanovitch and Smith, 1973; Sauty, 1977). The problem with this

interpretation is that there are typically numerous heterogeneities on a small

scale that cannot be attributed solely to Identifiable layers. One possible

explanation of the tailing iL radial convergent tests could be borehole

flushing -- that is, the possible tailing produced by slov flushing of the

tracer out of the borehole by the ambient flow. Goblet (1982) measured the

slow flushing of tracer out of the borehole and used a convolution integral

solution to reproduce the tailing observed at the pumping well. In cases where

borehole flushing was observed and accounted for, dispersivities obtained from

a radial convergent flow test were not excluded from the high quality category.

2. The tracer input must be vell defined.

Both the Input concentration and the temporal distribution of the input

concentrations must be measured. If not, the input ls another unknown ln the

equation, and we are less confident in the disperslvlty.

3. The tracer must be conservatlvo.

A reactive or nonconservatlve tracer complicates the equations and results ia

additional parameters that must be estimated. Consequently, we are less

confident in the resulting disperslvity. Tracers such as C1-, r, Br-, and

tritium were considered to be conservative.

4. The dimensionality of the tracer concentration measurements was appropriate.

A tracer, or solute, introduced into an aquifer will spread ia three

dimensions. High reliability dlspersivitles were judged to be those where

three-dimensional monitoring was used in all cases except where the aquifer

tracer had been injected and measured over the full depth of the aquifer; in

tais case two-dimensional monitoring was acceptable. In all other cases

where the dimension of measurement was either not reported, or where

two-dimensional or one-dimensional measurements were used where

three-dimensional measurements should have been used - the data were judged to

be of lower reliability.
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5. The analysis of the concentration data was appropriate.

Since the interpretation of the tracer data Is necessarily liaked to the type

of tracer test to which the interpretation method is applied, these two

features of the field studies were evaluated together. The four general

categories of data interpretations can be grouped as: (1) breakthrough curve

analysis, usually applied to uniform flow tests and radial flow tests (e.g,

Sauty, 1980); (2) type curve matching, usually applied to uniform flow tests,

radial tests, and two-well tests (e.g., Grove and Beetem, 1971; Ogata and

Banks, 1961; Sauty 1977; and Gelhar, 1982); (3) method of spatial moments,

uniform flow tests ?ischer, et al., 1979); and (4) numerical methods, applied

to contamination events (e.g., Pinder, 1973; and Konikow and Bredehoeft,

1974). Many of the specific problems with most data interpretation methods are

discussed In the sections on high reliability (point 1) and low reliability

(points 1, 2, 3, 4, 6) dispersLvity values. However, two pertinent points are

discussed below.

One obvious difficulty with the data interpretation is that in using either

breakthrough curves or type curve matching to determine dispersivity, the

solution usually assumes that the dispersivity is constant. The field data

collected by this literature search suggest this assumption is not valid, at

least for small-scale tests (tens of meters). At larger scales (hundreds of

meters) an asymptotic constant dispersivity is valid theoretically. However,

at most sites the displacement distance after which the dispersivlty is

constant is not known. Therefore, high quality data were judged to be those

for which no a priori assumptions were made regarding the dispersivity.

A second major problem with many of the analyses reviewed was that a one- or

two-dimensional solution to the advection-dispersion equation was frequently

used when, in fact, the spreading of the plume under consideration was three-

dimensional in nature. High quality disperslvitles were those for which the

dimensionality of the solute plume, the solute measurements, and the data

analyses were consistent.

Low Reliability DUspersivLty Values. The classification of a reported dispersivity

as being of low reliability resulted if one of the following criteria Was met.
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1. The two-well recirculating teast with a step input was used.

The problem with this configuration is that beyond initial times, the
type breakthrough curve is not strongly influenced by dispersion, but rather is

determined by the different travel times along the flow paths established by

Injection and pumping wolls. As a result, the two-well test with a step input
curve

is generally insensitive to dispersivity. For this reason all tests of this

type were considered to produce data of low reliability.
eats,

d
2. The singla-well iajection-withdrawal test was used with tracer monitoring at

the pumping well.
pplied

A difficulty encountered in the small-scale single-well injection-withdrawal
,da are

test (where water is pumped in and out of the same wall) is that if observa-
tty

tions are made at the production wall, the dispersion process observed is
:s are different than one of unidirectional flow. The problem stems from the fact

that macrodispersion near the injection well is due to velocity differences

associated with layered heterogenity of the hydraulic conductivity of the
er

medium. ta the single-well test with observations made at the production well,

one is simply observing the effects of reversing the velocity of the water. If
ta

the tracer travels at different velocities in layers as It radiates outward, it
at

will also travel with the same velocity pattern as it is drawn back to the
of

production well. As a result, the mixing process Is partially reversible and

the dispersvilty would be underestimated relative to the value for

unidirectional flow. Heller (1972) has carried out experiments which
,s e

demonstrate this reversibility effect, on a laboratory scale.

3. The tracer Input was not clearly defined.
or

.ly
When a contamination event or an environmental tracer Is used, the tracer input

ee-

he (both quantity and temporal distribution) is not well defined and hence becomes
another unknown La the equation.

4. The tracer breakthrough curve was assumed to be the superposition of

Vity breakthrough curves in separate layers.

These studies generally assume the material is perfectly stratified which,

especially at the field scale, may not be valid. At a small scale (a few
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meters) where continuous layers may be a reasonable assumption, the

dLiperstvLty of each layer does not represent the field-scale parameter. The

field-scale disperslvity Is a result of the spreading due to the different

velocities in each layer. Therefore, modelling separate layers is not a good

method to determine field-scale dispersivitles.

5. The measurement of tracer concentration ln space was inadequate.

In uniform flow the tracer is often distributed in three-dimensional space, but

if the measurements are two dimensional or one dimensional then the true tracer

cloud cannot be modelled due to a lack of data. If the tracer is introduced

over the entire saturated thickness, then two-dimensional measurements would be

adequate.

6. The equation used to obtain dispersivity was not appropriate for the data

collected.

Various assumptions regarding flow and solute characteristics are made In

obtaining a solution to the advectLon-dispersion equation. To apply a

particular solution to the data from a field experiment, the assumptions ln

that solution must be valid for the experiment. One common example where the

assumptions are not valid for the experiment Is the case of a one-dimensional

uniform flow solution applied to a radial flow test, because the converging (or

diverging) flow field around the well is clearly nonuniform.

In this classification process very few dispersivity values were judged to be of

high reliability. These few Included Bonnaud, Borden, Palo Alto Baylands,

University of California-Berkeley, and Yvano Region, tsrael. There were 38 sites

for which the data were judged to be of low reliability for one or more of the

reasons discussed above; 18 sites provided data that were judged to be of

intermediate reliability. Figure 2-6 depicts the longitudinal dispersLvity data

replotted vLth symbols reflecting the reliability classification; the largest

symbols Indicate data judged to be of highest reliability.

The general compilation of all of the dispersivity data in Figure 2-1 Indicates that

the dispersivity increases Indefinitely with scale but, after critically evaluating

the data in terms of reliability as shown In Figure 2-6, it becomes evident that

this trend may be more apparent than real. The largest high-reliabillty
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dispersivity is around 3 D (Bonnaud) and the largest scale of high reliability

values is on the order of 100 m (Yvane, Israel). It is not clear from the data

whether dLspersivity Increases indefinitely with scale or whether the relationship

becomes asymptotic for very large scales, as would be predicted by the stochastic

theory of Gelhar and Axness (1983). This points to a need for field experiments

designed to observe the displacement dependence of dispersivlty at scales up to

100 m or more.

Another Important point that is highlighted by this analysis Is the three-

dimensional nature of solute plumes. There is a need to recognize this fact and use

three-dimensional solutions In determining dispersivity. All the sltes which had

extensive three-dimensional monitoring clearly show three-dimensional character of

the plumes with very limited vertical mixing (e.g., Borden (Sudicky, et al., 1983);

Cape Cod (LeBlanc, 1982); Long Island (Perlmutter and Lieber, 1970; Pinder, 1973);

New Zealand (New Zealand Ministry of Works and Development, 1917); Aefligen,

Switzerland (Werner, et al., 1983)). Future field experiments should be designed to

observe this three-dimensional structure.

Other Transport Parameters

Although the primary emphasis of this review was the dispersive mixing

characteristics, some other Important physical transport parameters were also

considered. Effective porosity is a key transport parameter that determines the

mean rate of movement of an inert solute in an aquifer. The data summarized in

Table 2-1 show that effective porosity can vary over a wide range. For example,

values of effective porosity for alluvial sand and gravel aquifers ranging from 20

to 40 percent have been used in modelling. Frequently, values near the upper end of

this range (Pluder, 1973; tobson, 1978) or the lover end of this range (New Zealand

Ministry of Works and Development, 1977; Konikow and Bredehoeft, 1974) are found,

but ia many cases the values seem to be arbitrarily chosen. This uncertainty in

effective porosity means that predictions of mean contaminant movement can Involve

large errors. There is a need to develop methods of measuring in-situ effective

porosity at the field scale. Field experiments should be designed to evaluate

methods of determining field-scale effective porosity. Specifically, it should be

determined to what extent small-scale tracer tests (oan the order of a few meters)

can be used to predict large-scale effective porosity.

Molecular diffusion may affect the contaminant transport process ia an aquifer. The

dispersion coefficient Is usually expressed as the sum of molecular diffusion and
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mechanical dispersion due to the local velocity variations ln the porous medium. It

Is usually assumed on a field scale that the effects of molecular diffusion on the

dispersion coefficient are negligible compared to mechanical dispersion, so that

field dispersion Is solely a function of the product of the dispersivlty and the

mean velocity. The experiments at the Bonnaud site provide some field evidence that

this Is the case. In tests reported by Sauty (1977) and Sauty (1980) hot water and

the chemical tracer 1311 each provided identical diapersivitles at the same

distance, using the same test. Because the effective thermal diffuslvity is several

orders of magnitude larger than diffusion coefficients for chemical solutes, these

results support the assumption that molecular diffusion does not affect the

field-scale dispersion coefficient.

None of the field tests summarized in Table 2-1 were specifically designed to

evaluate the effect of molecular diffusion, and we have not detected any effects in

the observations which can be definitely attributed to molecular diffusion. On the

other hand, some studies have attributed an important role to molecular diffusion.

Sudicky, et al. (1983) Interpret molecular diffusion as being the dominant mechanism

for vertical dispersion, although our reanalysis of the data does not support this

interpretation. Future field experiments should be designed to evaluate the effects

of molecular diffusion. This can be done by simultaneously using tracers with

distinctly different molecular diffusion coefficients.

The fluid properties viscosity and density may be significantly affected by solutes

at high concentrations as well as by temperature. None of the field studies

explicitly consider effects of varying density or viscosity. Some field

observations for landfill plumes (Kimmel and Braid, 1974; Sudicky and Cherry, 1979)

seem to indicate that the density excess associated with the solute concentrations

on the order of 104 ppm causes the plumes to sink, but this effect has not been

investigated quantitatively. Rather, numerical modelling of the landfill plume at

the Borden site Ignored this effect (Sykes, et al., 1982). It can be expected that

density and viscosity changes will also affect dispersive mixing. A stable density

stratification is likely to suppress vertical mixing (Dagan, 1966). Enhanced mixing

can be expected when a lower viscosity fluid displaces one of higher viscosity.

This viscous instability effect is discussed In the review by Wooding and

Moral-Seytoux (1976). Hovever, the classical treatments of viscous and/or

gravitational instability consider only homogeneous porous media and as such are of

little value In quantifying fleld-scale phenomena. Ongoing theoretical research at

MIT sponsored by the National Science Foundation is exploring the effecu of density
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and viscosity differences in heterogeneous media using stochastic methods. Many

solutes that are of environmental concern occur at low concentrations that will not

produce significant density or viscosity changes. Future field experiments should

be designed to minimize the effects of density and viscosity changes.

CONCLUSIONS AND aECOMMENDATIONS

The results of the general review of field-scale dispersion data show that

longitudinal dispersivities range from 1 cm to 5 km over scales from 0.75 a to 100

km; the disperuivlty appears to increase indefinitely with scale (Figure 2-1).

After assessing the reliability of the dispersivity data (Figure 2-6), the trend of

increasing dispersivity with scale is much less definitive. These results point to

the need for field experiments designed to observe the displacement dependence of

dispersLvities at scales of at least 100 M.

The detailed analysis for the Borden site, as well as the general results of several

sites with three-dimensional monitoring, clearly demonstrate the

three-dLmensionality of plumes and the very small vertical transverse dispersivlty

which Is common to stratified sedimentary deposits. Field experiments should be

designed to monitor the three-dimensional structure of the tracer plume.

The field-scale effective porosity, an important parameter determining the mean rate

of movement of an inert solute, was found to vary over a wide range, even for

similar materials (e.g., 20 to 40 percent for sand and gravel). Field experiments

should be designed to evaluate methods of determining field-scale effective porosity

from small-scale tracer tests. No systeMatic effects of molecular diffusion on

dispersive transport were detected in the data reviewed. For very heterogeneous

media with a significant amount of fine-grained material, some influence on

molecular diffusion can be anticipated. Field experiments should be designed to

evaluate the effect of molecular diffusion by using tracers with distinctly

different molecular diffusion coefficients.

The three-dimensional stochastic theory of Gelhar and Axnass (1983) provides a

general predictive framework relating the macrodispersivity tensor to the spatial

statistical properties of hydraulic conductivity. ?tild experiments should be

designed to measure the spatial variability of hydraulic conductivity and evaluate

the predictive capabilities of the stochastic theory.
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Section 3

UNSATURATED TRANSPORT PROCESSES

This portion of the review emphasizes fleld-scale physical processes which affect

the transport of inert solutes through unsaturated natural porous earth materials.

Laboratory-scale phenomena are not emphasized because these are covered in

textbooks, (e.g., Hillel, 1980) and review articles (Arnold, et &l., 1982), and are

not applicable to quantify fLeld-scale behavior. We emphasize the classical case of

Isothermal liquid water flow in Ideal porous media whose physical properties are not

altered by water or solutes. Several non-classical effects are discussed by Nielsen

and Biggar (1982). Numerical models also are not emphasized because these are

reviewed by Oster (1982).

Although numerical modeling of unsaturated flow and transport at field scales of

teas or hundreds of meters is attempted, there is no evidence that the dominant

unsaturated flow and transport processes In such field settings are presently

quantifiable. Some theories and such models exist, but their validity and

reliability has not been demonstrated (Arnold, et al., 1982, pp. 340-342). A

serious obstacle to the application of field-scale flow and transport models is the

difficulty of determining the necessary parameters in view of the extreme

heterogeneity of natural media. Furthermore, the proposed theories and models have

not been tested adequately with field data at scales greater than a few meters.

Even though the existing field information IS not extensive, an analysis and review

of these observations is important to identify some fundamental mechan1sms of

fleld-scale flow and transport In unsaturated zones to better direct future

experiments.

The objectives of this review are threefold. The first is to summarize the existing

field observations which are presently scattered In a wide variety of publications.

The second objective Is to interpret some of the existing field observations to

determine, when possible, the controlling factors of large-scale unsaturated flow

and transport. The review emphasizes effects of natural soil heterogeneity on

field-scale flow and transport processes, and on possible effective large-scale

parameters. The third objective lS to drew conclusions and make recommendations for

future experiments, based on the results derived under the first two objectives.
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SUMMARY OF FIELD OBSERVATIONS

The summary of existing field observations on unsaturated flow and transport is

given la the form of three tables. Table 3-1 offers a brief description of the

observations la terms of the scale (spatial extent of field experiments) of

observation (both lateral and vertical scales), the soil type, the tracers, the

source of liquid, and the type of observation (controlled versus uncontrolled).

Table 3-2 summarizes the sampling methods used to obtain measurements of soil

moisture content (9), capillary tension head (*), solute concentration (c), etc.

Table 3-3 includes some points of interest pertinent to the observations, Including

the methods of analysis that were used and the conclusions that were drawn.

Table 3-1 shows that most of the controlled experiments are limited to small-scale

displacements on the order of 1-2 a. Very few large-scale observations exist, all
of them obtained from uncontrolled experiments. The observations of Trautwain, et

al. (1983) involve the largest scale (with depth of approximately 100 a). The soils
vary from relatively homogeneous (agricultural soils), to extremely heterogeneous

(e.g., stratified sediments). The most often used tracers ia the controlled
experlments are 31j, C1-, NO3 and Br.

Table 3-2 shows that soil moisture content is usually measured by neutron probes,

while 0 is usually measured by tenslometers. Solute concentrations are obtained by
extraction and analysis of water samples using soil-moisture suction cups. In a few

cases gamma logs or electrical conductivity measurements, using salinity sensors,

were obtained.

Table 3-3 Indicates that particular types of flow (such as lateral movement or rapid

gravity flow) have on certain occasions been observed. As for analysis of data,
Table 3-3 shows that a simple one-dimensional model is usually adopted for

estimation of dispersivitles. Table 3-3 is useful but very brief; some field

observations which deservo more attention are indicated with a star (*) and will be
discussed in greater detail in the next section.

DISCUSSIOU OF FIELD OBSERVATIONS

It was mentioned In the Introduction that unsaturated flow and transport Is a highly
complicated problem. Two of the factors that complicate the problem are its

dimensionality (three-dimensional) and the fact that soil properties vary highly in
space. Existing large-scale field observations are very limited and often have not
been analyzed thoroughly. The objective of this section is to examine and discuss
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Table 3-1

DESCRIPTION OF FIELD OBSERVATIONS FOR THE UNSATURATED ZONE

Source
Vertical Lateral of Type of

Author Scale (a) Scale Soil Type Tracer Liquid Observation

Andersen, Wells lo- Fine to Environ-
et al. cated 15 a medium sand mental Uncon-
(1968) 22.0 apart and gravels 3H Rainfall trolled

Biggar and 20,6.5x6.Sm Panoche C1
Nielsen, plots on a clay
(1976) 1.83 lSOha field loam N03 Irrigation Controlled

Brissaud,
et al. Sandy D20
(1983) 1.60 0.50 m loam Irrigation Controlled

Crosby, Stratified C1- Leakage from Real con-
et al. glacial out- a drain tamination
(1968) 20.0 10.0 a wash deposits N03 field site

DePoorter, Crushed tuff,
et al. sand and Caisson
(LASL) 6.0 3.0 t gravel Irrigation controlled

Foster, Boreholes Environ-
et al. at max 10km English mental Uncon-
(1980) 20.0 apart chalk 3H Rainfall trolled

Isaacson, Walls lo- Envirou-
et al. cated 1S a Silty mental Uncon-
(1974) 70.0 apart sand 3j Rainfall trolled

Johnson, Silty sand, Leakage from Real con-
et al. coarse sand C1-, sanitary tamination
(1981) 10.0 and gravel etc. landfills site
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Table 3-1 (continued)

DESCRIPTION OF FIELD OBSERVATIONS FOR THE UNSATURATED ZONE

Source
Vertical Lateral of Type of

Author Scale (M) Scale Soil Type Tracer Liquid Observation

Johnston, Weathered
at al. 4.4x2.3O doloritic and Cl-
(1983) 8.0 plot granitic pro- Rhodauine Irrigation Controlled

file, sandy
topsoil

Controlled
Jury, Tujunga Irrigation tracer,
et al. 0.64 ha loamy 8r- and Natural
(1982) 3.05 field sand rainfall rainfall

Glendale Cl-
Kles, 7x7 m clay 31_
(1981) 2.00 plot loam N03 Irrigation Controlled

Knoll and Relatively S: 8 5

Nelson, homogeneous
(1962) 3.0 7 M fine sand N03 Irrigation Controlled

Mann, 3x3 m Alluvial
(1976) 7.0 plots deposits -- Irrigation Controlled

Environ-
Oakes, mental
at al. English 3st Uncon-
(1977) 20.0 chalk N03 Ralafall trolled
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Table 3-1 (continued)

DESCRIPTION OF FIELD OBSERVATIONS FOR TEE UNSATURATED ZONE

Source
Vertical Lateral of Type of

Author Scale (a) Scale Soil Type Tracer Liquid Observation

Phillips,
et al.
(1979); Controlled
Jones, aomo- Cobalt Caisson
et al. genized 60/EDTA experi-
(1983) 7.5 0.6 m sand 3H Irrigation ment

Price, Leakage from Real con-
at al. Glacial flu- Pu a disposal tamination
(1979) 30.0 80 m vial deposits Am crib site

Layers of
Prill, sand & gravel
,et al. clay, silty
(1977) 10.0 20 a clay and loam Irrigation Controlled

Purtysum, Ashflovs of Wastes from Real con-
at al. rhyollte 3H storage tamina-
(1973) 20.0 15 a tuff shafts tion site

I.Maury silty
loam

Qulsenberry 2.13x Il Hunting-
and Phillips 2.13. ton silty Cl-
(1976) 0.90 plot# clay loam Irrigation Controlled

Leakage from
Routson, Stratified 1 0 6 1u radioactive Real con-
at al. glacLofluvial 1 3 7 Cs waste stor- tamina-
(1979) 25.0 50 a deposits 144Ce age tank tion site
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Table 3-1 (continued)

DESCRIPTION OF FIELD OBSERVATIONS FOR THE UNSATURATED ZONE

Source
Vertical Lateral of Type of

Author Scale (a) Scale Soil Type Tracer Liquid Observation

Saffina, 1.0.85 ha Plainfield Cl-
et al. field loamy Con-
(1979) 1.50 II.Lysimeters sand N03 Irrigation trolled

I .Lakeland
Smajstrla, 2,2x2 a fine sand
at al. plots II.Derby Cl-
(1976) 1.30 loam Irrigation Controlled

1.1.8 a diam. Fine sandy t.dYe
Starr, cylinder loam over soln.
et al. II.4,4.6x6.1m coarse II. Cl- Ponded
(1978) 3.00 plots sand irrigation Controlled

Supkov, No
(1974) 6.0 15.0 a tracer Irrigation Controlled

Trautwein, Size of Layers of Organic Leakage from Real. con-
at al. pond 500 a sand and carbon a waste dil- tamination
(1983) 120.0 x 1000 a clay netals posal pond site

Layers of
Van de Pol, clay, silty C1-
et al. 8U n clay, silty 3
(1977) 1.52 plot loam & sand Irrigation Controlled

Warrick, Panoche
at al. 6.1x6.1 a clay Cl-
(1971) 1.80 plot loam Irrigation Controlled

Controlled
Wellings Fine sandy C1- tracer,
and Bell, loam over natural
(1980) 3.0 fine sand N03 Rainfall rainfall
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Table 3-2

DATA ACQUISITION TECHNIQUES FOR UNSATURATED ZONE PARAMETERS

Soil Capillary Tracer
Moisture Tension head Concentration Temperature

Author 3 C T

Andersen, Neutron Laboratory
et al. probe analysis of
(1968) soil samples
Biggar and Tensiometers Ceramic
Nielsen, suction cups
(1976)
BrLssaud, Neutron Gramma neu-
et al. probe tron probe
(1983)
Crosby III, *Laboratory Laboratory
et al. analysis of analysis of
(1968) soil samples soil samples

-Geophysical
borehole
logglig

DePorter, Neutron Tenslometers Ceramic Thermocouples
et al. probe suction cups
(LASL)
Foster, Analysis of Laboratory
at al. soil samples analysis of
(1980) soil samples
Isaacson, Laboratory Thermocouple Laboratory Diode
et al. analysis of Psychrometers analysis of temperature
(1974) soil samples soil samples transducers
Johnson, Pressure-
at al. vacuum
(1974) lysimeters
Johnston, Laboratory Soil samples,
et al. analysis of visual in-
(1983) soil samples spection of

Rhodamin.
Jury, Neutron Tensiometers Suction
at al. probe probes
(1982)
Kies, Neutron Tensiometers Ceramic
(1981) probe suction cups

Knoll and Neutron
Nelson, probe
(1962)
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Table 3-2 (continued)

DATA ACQUISITION TECHNIQUES FOR UNSATURATED ZONE PARAMETERS

Author 9 I C T

Oakes, Laboratory Laboratory
at al. analysis analysis
(1977) of soil of soil

samples samples
Mann, Neutron
(1977) probe

Phillips, Neutron -Heat dis- *Radiological *Thermistors

at al. probe sipation counting *Thermocouples
(1979) units systems
and *Thermo- .Laboratory

couple analysis
psychrome- of samples
ters
Electrical

Jones, resistance
et al. units
(1983) *Tensio-

meters
Prill, Neutron
at al. probe
(1977)
Price, -Portable
et al. radiation
(1979) survey in-

strumenut
.Laboratory
analysis
of soil
samples

SupkoW, Neutron
(1974) probe
Purtymum, Laboratory Laboratory
at al. analysis analysis
(1973) of samples of soil

samples
Quinsenberry Laboratory Laboratory
and analysis analysis
Phillips, of soil of soil
(1976) samples samples
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Table 3-2 (continued)

DATA ACQUISITION TECHNIQUES FOR UNSATURATED ZONE PARAMIETERS

Author 3 C T

Routson, *Gamma
at al. scintillation
(1979) probe

-Laboratory
gamma energy
analysis
(GEA) of sed-
Iment samples

Saffina, Soil sampling
at al. excavation
(1979) of profile

Smajetria, Neutron Tensiometers Electric
et al. probe conductivity
(1976) soil salinity

sensors
Starr, Neutron Tenslometers Ceramic
et al. probe suction cups
(1978)
Trautwein, Laboratory Lysimeters
et al. analysis and monitor
(1983) of soil wells sample

samples water In unsat-
urated zones

Van de Pol, Neutron Tensiometers Ceramic
et al. probe suction cups
(1977)
Warrick, TensLometers Ceramic
et al. suction cups
(1971)
WellLngs Neutron *Mercury Laboratory
and Bell, probe manometer analysis
(1979) tensiometers of soil

*Gypsum resis- samples
tance blocks

*Pressure
transducer
tens tometers
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Table 3-3

REMARKS ON UNSATURATED ZONE PARAMETERS

Author Remarks on Observations in the Unsaturated Zone

*Andersen, Soll moisture profiles show a downward movement of the
at al. moisture front 3-3.5 m/mo. The true traveling velocity
(1967) of water, determined by 3H, is 4.5 m/year. The

apparent velocity of water is due to a pressure wave.
A displacement with dispersion model fits 3H data
quits wall.

Brissaud, Steady-state and transient experiments were pertirmed.
at a1. Dispersivities wrae evaluated by approximately fitting
(1983) model breakthrough curves to experimental ones.; Con-

centration measurements indicate lateral flow is signi-
ficant below approximately I m.

*Biggar Fitting dispersion coefficient (D) and appareat velo-
and city (vs) of a one-dimensional model to breakthrough
Nielsen, curves at each location and depth. Statistical anal-
(1976) ysls of D and vs shows that they are log-normally

distributed. D is approximately linearly related to
vs.

*Crosby, Despite substantial additions of water in the drain
et al. field of the nurslag home, practically dry alluvium
(1963) was found at depths 40 m or less. This suggests that

water must be flowing laterally in the finest beds and
is removed by evapotranspiration.

DePorter, Caisson experiments. Soil is excavated, the caissons
et al. emplaced and backfilled with sandy material. The cais-
(LASL) sons are Instrumented with horizontal neutron probe

access tubes, tnsaiometers, porous cups and thermo-
couples.

Foster, It is suggested that up to 20 percent of environmental
at al. 3H is transported to groundwater by a preferential
(1980) (more rapid) flow through fissures. The bacteriologi-

cal contamination of groundwater supplies after high
intensity rainfalls is an evidence of such Mechanisms.

Isaacson, 3H concentration decreases logarithmically from the
at al., surface to a depth of 4.5 a. Archaic water is found
(1974) below 7 a. This suggests that precipitation water does

not percolate to the water table. It is suggested that
temperature gradients are of importance in arid
regions.
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Table 3-3 (continued)

REMARKS ON UNSATURATED ZONE PARAMETERS

Author Remarks on Observations In the Unsaturated Zone

Johnson,
et al.
(1981)

*Johnston,
et al.
(1983)

*Jury,
et al.
(1982)

*Kies,
(1981)

*Kno1l and
Nelson,
(1962)

Tracer data beneath landfills indicate alternation of
leachate in the unsaturated zone with depth. Lateral
moisture flow is speculated.

.Iovement of water through preferentlal paths (roots) is
observed. Yater moves laterally more in the finer-
textured dolerite saprolite than in the granite sapro-
lite. Preferential flow is observed on the granite
saprolite only.

Average concentration breakthrough curves indicate dis-
placement with dispersion. A transfer function model
is fitted to the data.

Fitting dispersion coefficient (D) and apparent velo-
city (vs) of a one-dimensional model to breakthrough
curves at each location and depth. D, vg are log-
normally distributed. D ls related to vs approxi-
mately linearly. In some probes tracers reach deeper
depths before arriving at shallower depths.

Soil moisture maps show lateral movement of water.
Lateral movement is more pronounced at approximately 2
m depth, probably due to the existence of a finer-
textured layer at this depth.

Mann,
(1976)

Oakes,
et al.
(1977)

Phillips,
et al.
(1979)
Jones,
at al.
(1983)

Field tests in relatively homogeneous dry vadose zones
indicate a downward movement of water with only minor
lateral movement. Before water application, moisture
in the vadose zone is below field capacity, after
drainage moisture remains at field capacity.

It ts suggested that infiltration takes place at large
fissures and that solutes diffuse between this moving
water and the relatively static water in the chalk
matrix.. A mathematical model is proposed that repro-
duces observed distributions of 3 H.

Caisson experiments. Soll Is excavated, the caissons
emplaced and back filled with uniform sand. In long
term tests cobalt dissociates from EDTA and is sorbed
onto the soil. 3H is transported approximately 4 m.
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Table 3-3 (continued)

REMARKS ON UNSATURATED ZONE PARAM4ETERS

Author Remarks on Observations ia the Unsaturated Zone

*Prill, In infiltration pond experiments, insignificant lateral
at al. movement of soil moisture was observed. Soil Is stra-
(1977) tified, initial soil moisture is relatively high and

size of pond is large.

*Price, Actinide distribution data show lateral spread of waste
at al. liquid in the stratified sedimentary units below the
(1979) crib. Waste liquid Is more prone to move laterally In

a medium to very fine sand unit than to move deeper to
a coarse sand unit.

Purtymum, Soil moisture and 3H data indicate lateral movement.
et al. Lateral movement is amplified In the contact between
(1973) two ashflows. The low values of moisture content indi-

cate moisture transport ia the vapor phase.

Qulsenberry Rapid movement of water Is observed, due to macro-
and pores. This movement depends on the initial moisture
Phillips, content. For soil initially dry, little of the applied
(1976) water moves past the 90 cm depth; if soil ls relatively

wet a large percentage percolates past 90 cm depth.

*Routsou, Data on radioactive pollutant concentrations between
at al. 1973-1973 indicate lateral spread of soil moisture.
(1979) Soil is highly stratified, which enhances lateral

spread. Waste movement Is initially rapid, but it
decreases with time.

Saffina, Sprinkler-irrigation field and lysimeter experiments.
at al. Large localized variability in solute distributions
(1979) beneath and between plants was observed. At least part

of this variability must be due to natural hoterogene-
ity.

Smajstrla, Use of ceramic and platinium electrode salinity senaors
at al. Is described. Solution concentrations with depth are

given but no analysis or discussion of data is offered.

*Starr, Soil ls layered with a fine-textured layer overlying a
et al. coarse-textured one. Both lysimeter end plot data
(1978) indicate that water L the coarse layer moves rapidly

In small fingers of flow. Frontal type of flow may not
be valid in such soils.
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Table 3-3 (continued)

REMARKS ON UNSATURATED ZONE PARAMZETERS

Author Remarks on Observations in the Unsaturated Zone

Supkow,
1974)

*Trautwein,
et al.
(1983)

*Van de Pol,
et al.
(1977)

*Warrick,
et al.
(1971)

*Wellings
and Bell,
(1980)

Soil moisture distributions in the unsaturated zone
show lateral flow. Speculation is that moisture
movement is by piston flow, while some mixing occurs
near the contact of displacing and displaced waters.

20 years after pond construction, pond water is found
at depths at 100 m below pond. The thick sand layer
below 100 m seems to stop vertical migration. Effec-
tive Ksat obtained by fitting a one-dimensLonal flow
model are much greater than laboratory values.

Fitting dispersion coefficient and apparent velocity of
a one-dimensional model to breakthrough curves at each
location and depth. D, vs are log-normally distri-
buted. Some breakthrough curves indicate that solute
arrives at deeper locations before arriving at shal-
lower ones.

v. is calculated from irrigation and soil moisture
data. D is fitted to the maximum of the solute versus
depth curves. Calculated distributions do not pene-
trate soil as much as the observed. This implies a
large solute velocity probably due to lack of complete
mixing.

A piston flow model is assumed and it is postulated
that it can reasonably predict the movement of sol-
utes. However, the information given to support the
model does not seem to be sufficient.

* Discussed In detail in text.
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some fleld observations la an attempt to better understand field-scale flow and

transport mechanisms. It is of particular Interest to investigate the effects of

soil heterogeneity.

The discussion consists of two parts. First, observations offering a physical

insight into the mechanisms of field-scale flow and transport are discussed.

Second, publications addressing the practical problem of modelling such systems and

estimating field-scale parameters are discussed. Both aspects of the problem

(physical insight and modelling) are closely related.

Mechanisms of Field-Scale Flow and Transport

Hydraulic properties of soils vary highly in space, even in what appear to be

relatively homogeneous soils (Nlolsen, et al., 1973). Thus, in many fleld-scale

problems, a large degree of variation of hydraulic properties can be expected.

Water in unsaturated soils moves under gravity and surface forces. Because of the

variation of the hydraulic properties of the soil, the soil moisture content, etc.,

the direction of the total force, and thus the direction of the flow, is spatially

variable. As a result, flow and transport in unsaturated soils is generally a

three-dimensional process, as is the case for the saturated zone. Depending on the

type of soil variability (e.g., layering, macropores) and/or initial and boundary

conditions, particular types of flow may be more pronounced. Two such types of

flow, of particular Interest In waste disposal control, are lateral flow and fast

gravity flow. Several field observations are examined In this section to

investigate under what conditions these types of flow occur.

Lateral Flow. Theoretical analysis of field-scale unsaturated flow (Yeh and Gelhar,

1983; Yeh, at al., 1982) indicates that la stratified soils the effective hydraulic

conductivity teasor ls anisotroplc with a tension-dependent degree of anisotropy.

The ratio of the horizontal hydraulic conductivity to the vertical hydraulic

conductivity increases with tension. One thus expects that at high tensions (dry

soils) lateral flow may be important.

aoutson, at al. (1979) investigated the time history of leakage below a radioactive

waste storage tank at Hanford, Washington. The soil formation consists of

glaclofluvial deposits with the principal units consisting of pebbly and medlum

sand. The deposits are bedded, and sharp boundaries often exist between sediment

types. Bedding consists of thin, nearly horizontal, discontinuous laminations and

croas-stratified sedimentary units. The climate where the tank ls located is arid
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and the sediments have a relatively low soil-moisture content. In 1973 a leak from

a storage tank was observed. Measurements of unsaturated zone contamination, using

gamma radiation logs in wells around the tank, indicated significant lateral

movement of wastes in the sediment layers (at least at the initial stages of the

leak, between 1973-1974). At later stages of the leak, flow was so slow that

lateral movement could not be detected, given that the radioactive decay of tracers

is relatively rapid (106 Ku has a half-life of approximately one year). Plotted

Lsopleths of 106 Ru (the main radioactive component of the waste liquid) also show

lateral movement. Lateral spread is much larger than the diameter of the tank,

while vertical movement is restricted to a few tens of meters. The report assumed

that the lateral spread was due to unsaturated flow and sediment layering but no

physical explanation that leads to such phenomena was given. Lateral movement is

probably due to the relatively high tensions occurring Ln-such dry materials.

Horizontal stratification enhances such movement, since at high tension, hydraulic

conductLvites of fine textured materials are relatively high; and water may prefer

to spread laterally in fine beds than to move vertically through coarser ones (see

Yeh, et al., 1982). Unfortunately, the report does not give the stratigraphy of the

sedimentary units so a direct comparison between unit type and lateral spread is not

possible. Several small-scale experiments were conducted by toutson, et al. and

showed significant lateral spread in such layered soils.

Price, et al. (1979) reported the movement of leachates in the unsaturated zone

below a waste disposal crib at Hanford. The sedimentary units below the crib are

stratifLed and consist of layers of medium to very fiLe sand; pebbly very coarse to

medium sand; and sandy silt. The crib is located in an arid environment and the

initial soil moisture of the sediments is relatively low. Sediment samples were

analyzed for radioactivity, and isopleths of Pu and Am were plotted. These data

show a lateral movement of wastes in the unsaturated zone below the crib extending

to a width of 10 a, encompassing the crib perimeter. The waste liquid was more

prone to spread laterally in the medium to very fine sand unit than to move deeper

into the pebbly, very coarse to medium sand unit. This behavior can be explained by

the fact that In dry soils with high tensions, hydraulic conductivity of fine

materials is larger than the hydraulic conductivity of coarse ones.

Crosby, et al. (1968, 1971) discussed measurements of soil moisture and pollutants

below a septic tank drain field area in the Spokane Valley in Washington. The

sediments below the drain field consist of glacial outwash deposits and are probably

highly stratified. This environment is also arid. Moisture data
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in the unsaturated zone below the drain field Indicated unexpectedly high tension

conditions below a depth of 7-10 m. Under such tension, gravitational movement of

water cannot be expected. Since water is contlaously added in the drain field, the

law of conservation of mass requires an accounting for the lost moisture. The

authors assumed that water must be moving laterally away from the drain field and

removed to the atmosphere by evapotranspiration. A series of laboratory experiments

conducted to investigate the possibility of lateral movement were discussed In

Crosby at al., (1968). These experiments Indicated that lateral movement may be

important under certain soil conditions. line, medium, and coarse sands were bedded

in a sand box model. Water was added to a square inch surface area. Under high

water application rates, water essentially moved as saturated masses or ribbons to

the bottom of the model. Under low water application rates, however, capillary

dispersion of water in the finest layers was able to keep pace with water additions

before the lateral boundaries of the model affected the flow. Crosby at al.

concluded that the nature of interbedded materials and rate of water application are

Important factors controlling wastewater movement In unsaturated zones.

Prill (1977) discussed moisture movement In the unsaturated zone below four

artificial groundwater recharge ponds. The alluvial deposits below the ponds

consist of layers of sand and gravel interbedded with clay, silty clay, and loam

layers. The ponds are circular with 15 m diameters. Before the start of ponding

the soil moisture content ln the sediment below the pond was relatively high (with a

70 percent degree of saturation). Measurements of moisture content beneath and

around the pond (to a depth 'of 10 m) indicated vertical movement of the moisture

front but no significant lateral spread. Wetting front patterns suggested that a

major part of the applied water (estimated to be around 90 percent) moved downward

beneath the pond. Lateral movement was very slow and was restricted to a short

distance even in the finer texture layers. The Implication of this experiment is

that when the initial soil moisture is high, the water application rate Is rapid,

and the application area ls large relative to the depth of observed unsaturated

zone, lateral spread may not be important even in stratified soils. In such cases

gravitational forces may be more Important than capillary forces.

Knoll and Nelson (1962) described soil moisture movement beneath a six-inch square

crib. The soils of the study area consisted of a relatively homogeneous fine sand,

except for some thin irregularly placed lenses of a material of slightly different

porosity. The soil matrix was initially relatively dry. Water application was

controlled so that poading was always maintained ia the crib. The lateral spread of
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soil moisture was quite significant and was more pronounced at the 2 a depth. The

authors suggested that this was probably due to a lens of a slightly more permeable

material. This experiment indicated that, for initially relatively dry soil and

small size of application area relative to the observed depth of unsaturated zone,

lateral spread can be significant.

Palmquist and Johnson (1962) described a laboratory experiment which contains some

pertinent observations. A tank model was filled with glass beads forming a porous

matrix. Water was applied through a small crib at the upper surface of the porous

matrix. The first model consisted of initially dry glass beads of 0.47 mm diameter

(corresponding to tedium sand size). After water application started, the vetted

area was confined to a relatively narrow vertical column. A second model consisted

of three layers of 0.036 mm diameter glass beads (silt size) separated by two layers

of 0.47 mm beads. After water application started, water In the small-dlameter bead

layer initially moved away from the crib at nearly equal vertical and horizontal

velocities, until It reached the top of the higher diameter bead layer. Water then

tended to move laterally In the fine bead layer instead of moving into the coarser

layer. After pressure built up, water eventually moved in the coarser layer In

discrete fingers of small diameter.

The field observations discussed above show that lateral spreading of soil moisture

In field settings Is Important In certain cases and Indicate some factors enhancing

such lateral spreading. These factors and the implications of lateral flow in waste

disposal control will be discussed In some detail In the Conclusions and

Recommendations part of this review.

Fast Gravitational Flow. In particular types of soils and under certain moisture

conditions water appears to move rapidly under the Influence of gravitational forces

ln saturated channels of relatively small diameter. Obviously such flow is of great

concern in Waste disposal control since wastes would reach the water table much

faster than predicted from ordinary unsaturated flow models. Two types of such fast

gravitational flow may be distinguished. The first type Is fast vertical flow In

discrete fingers in the coarse layers of stratified soils. The second type is

preferential flow In soil structures such as macropores and fissures.

Starr, et &L. (1978) provided experimental evidence for the existence of fast flow

moving ln discrete fingers iq a coarse layer of a stratified soil. The soil

consisted of a 60 cm layer of sandy loam over a layer of coarse sand. Two
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experiments were performed. In the first, a 1.8 m-diameter steel cylinder was

driven into the soil to a depth of 3.6 m. A depth of 45 cm of water containing a

green dye was infiltrated into the column. After infiltration ended, successive

layers of soil were removed from the cylinder and the dye pattern of each newly

exposed surface was photographed. In layers near the soil surface, a general green

hue was observed over the cross-sectional area of the column. However, at

cross-sectional areas below 1 n, 12 discrete fingers of flow were observed. These

fingers ranged from 5 to 20 cm in diameter and occupied only 5 percent of the total

cross-sectional area of the cylinder. These observations suggest that ponded flow

of water through this layered, fine over coarse, soil moves in discrete

three-dimensional finger: in the coarse subsoil, rather than as a one-dimenslonal

front. The locations of such fingers may be controlled by natural heterogeneities

of the soil, l.e., they may tend to occur in the coarser regions which offer less

resistance to flow. Simple calculations show the flow in such fingers is very

rapid. In a second experiment the solute movement under four 4.6 a by 6.1 a ponded

plots adjacent to the first experiment, was studied. It was observed that several

salt pulses reached depths of 120 cm and 180 cm very soon after they had reached the

60 cm depth. Such rapid movement may be due to fast flow in the coarse layer in

discrete fingers of flow similar to the ones observed in the first experiment. The

paper concludes that water moving through layered field soils may move rapidly in

fingers of flow through coarse subsoils. The assumption of one-dimensional front-

type flow under these field conditions may lead to gross errors if it is used to

estimate the time the solutes arrive at the water table. A similar type of flow

moving ln discrete fingers in coarse layers of stratified soils was observed in the

laboratory experiments discussed in Palmquist and Johnson (1962).

Quisenberry and Phillips (1976) studied percolation of rapidly surface-applled water

in field soils with strong structure. Several 2.13 m by 2.13 a plots were

established in two types of soil, Maury silty loam and Huntington silty clay loam.

The experiments show that water movement through the profile was characterized by an

initial rapid movement of water into the soil and subsequent movement to a depth

depending, to a large extent, on the Initial water content. The relative increase

of water content throughout the profile corresponded very well with the increase in

concentration of chloride used as a tracer. This suggests that water moved through

the profile without displacing much of the initial water. It was assumed that water

moved primarily in soil structures called nacropores. The amount of displacement

that occurred depended on the rate of water movement in the macropores as compared

to the soil matrix.
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Johnston, at al. (1983) reported preferential flow in pipe-lLke channels associated

with root channels, In lateritic profiles in Western Australia. A 4.4 a by 2.3 a

plot was established and a tracer solution, containing Rhodamine WT and NaC1,

replaced natural rainfall Ln the plot. The soil profile underlying the plot

consisted of a humus-rLch sandy topsoil grading into sandy gravels that, in turn,

overlay a weathering profile, developed on both granite and doleritic parent rocks,

granitic on the west and doleritic on the east side of the plot. Granite saprolite

was coarser grained than the dolerLte, and included deep descending roots. Bright

RhodamLne VT staining was found around the root channels of the granite saprolite,

indicating preferential flow of water In these channels. The tracer solution also

moved laterally from primary vertical channels in lesser soil structures. The

tracer solution moved deeper in the coarser grained granite saprolLte, but lateral

dispersion was more pronounced in the finer grained dolerLte. The lack of evidence

of vertical flow in the dolerLte is most likely associated with its finer texture.

Large continuous voids observed in the dolerLte saprolite probably do not conduct

water, since these voids would only transmit water if their uppermost extension

intersected a saturated layer. The paper concludes that the physical and hydraulic

properties of both the clay rich matrix and the more permeable inclusions, and the

areal frequency of preferential flow paths and their connection with an overlying

source of free water are all of importance in the transport of solutes through these

natural materials.

Thomas and Phillips (1979) also discussed the significance of water movement in

macropores. They concluded that water movement in macropores is influenced by the

rate of water addition, soil structure, relative sizes of pores, clay orientation,

soil water content, and tillage. They further discussed the most important

consequences of water movement in such macropores. They suggested that recharge of

groundwater can begin long before soil reaches field capacity. Also some of the

salts in the surface of a soil will be moved to a much greater depth by rain or

irrigation, and because of this It is not likely that water will carry a surge of

contaminants to groundwater at some time predictable by Darclaa flow theory.

Bouma (1981) and Beven and Germann (1982) provided further discussion and evidence

of the significance of macropores in vadose zone flow and transport. These papers

suggest that rapid flow through macropores depends an moisture content and rate of

water application. Large continuous voids will be filled and conduct water only at

suctions close to zero (l.e., near saturation). In low moisture conditions these

voids are empty and do not contribute to water flow.
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The above papers show that fast gravity flow may, in certain cases, be significant.
The conditions under which fast flow Is Important and the importance and
implications of such flow on waste disposal control will be discussed in the

Conclusions and Recommendations.

Dimensionality of Flow. The above discussion has indicated that flow ia stratified
and structured soils Is three-dimensional and velocity is variable in space. In
fact, three-dimensionality of flow and spatial variability of velocity occur in
relatively homogeneous soils as well. Some field observations illustrate this
point.

Van de Pal, et al. (1977) examined breakthrough curves at several depths In three
locations established within an a a by a a plot. The soil in the top 0.7 a
consisted of clay to silty clay. Examination of the breakthrough curves showed some
peculiarities. Chloride breakthrough curves appeared at approximately the same time
at depths 0.335 o and 0.635 m, while chloride distribution for the 0.46 a depth was
considerably delayed.

All three points were on the same vertical line. This phenomenon Is probably due to
the three-dimensional spatial variability of the soil properties. Because of such
variability, flow follows more permeable paths and tends to avoid low permeability
zones (at a given moisture content). This results in spatially varying velocities
and a three-dimensional flow field.

Starr, at al. (1978), discussed earlier, indicated a similar phenomenon. In the
experiments under the ponded 4.6 a by 6.1 a plots, a large scatter of chloride
concentration data was observed at all depths. They also observed that at some
locations the solute breakthrough curve arrived at greater depths before arriving at
shallower ones. The paper suggests a one-dimensional flow ln the top 0.60 3 sandy
loam layer and flow in discrete fingers in the coarse layer below. However, the
scatter of concentration data, even in the top 0.60 a layer, Indicates that flow in
this layer is probably three-dimensional due to spatial variability of soil
properties within the layer. It is also possible that flow in the coarse layer
below may be moving La channels, not because of flow Instability, but because of
natural heterogeneity, i.e., the flow Is following paths of higher hydraulic
conductivity at the existing moisture conditions.
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In a similar experiment described by Kies (1981) a large degree of variability in

breakthrough curves was also observed. It was also observed that in some locations

breakthrough curves arrived earlier at deeper locations than at shallow ones. This

also suggests a nonuniform velocity field and three-dimensLonality of flow.

Modelling Approaches and Parameter Estimation

The previous discussion has shown that flow and transport in the field is generally

three-dimensional and that lateral spreading and rapid gravity flow are often

important in the unsaturated zone. Different types of models have been used

to describe the behavior of this system. A distinction is made between local

distributed parameter models and large-scale lumped parameter models. It is clear

from the previous discussion that if a distributed parameter model is chosen to

represent the system, the model should be three-dimensional since, at a local scale,

nature varies three-dlmensionally. Thus, models visualizing the system as a battery

of one-dimensional, non-interacting columns (e.g., Dagan and Bresler, 1980, 1983;

Hilly, 1982) can be easily criticized. It is possible, however, that on a larger

scale the local effects may average out and the system can be effectively described

by a simplified model having uniform parameters and/or lower dimensionality. Such a

possibility of simplifying the large-scale distributed systems seems probable but

not yet proven. Efforts in this direction are being undertaken at MIT, using a

stochastic theory.

The parameters used in the models describing the large-scale average behavior of the

system are viewed as large-scale effective properties. These field-scale parameters

are different from the local properties. Due to the fact that the local governing

equations are parametrically nonlinear, the large-scale effective parameters cannot

be estimated as a direct average of local property measurements.

Field-scale parameters are expected to depend, among other things, on the scale of

the experiment, the nature of the heterogeneity, and the moisture content.

Unfortunately, only a few field-scale parameters have been reported and often the

analytical methods used In their estimation are questionable. Nevertheless, it may

be useful to analyze reported parameters hoping that we may observe some basic

relationships.

8iggar and Nielson (1976) described experiments conducted in an agricultural

setting. Breakthrough curves were obtained at six depths at the centers of twenty

6.5 r-square plots, following a pulse of Cl- and N03- solution. Then, a
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simple one-dimaensional transport model with the constant parameters of apparent

diffusion coefficient, D, and apparent pore-watar velocity vs, was fitted to each

breakthrough curve. A possible criticism of such parameter estimation procedures is

that since the parameters D and v. have been assumed to be uniform over depth they

should be fitted simultaneously with the breakthrough curves at all depths (at each

location). Fitting a model with different D and v. at each depth, contradicts the

assumption of constant D and v.. The paper suggests that fitted values of D and

v. follow a log-normal distribution. D Is correlated with vs through an almost

linear relationship (0 - 0.6 + 2.93 vs1 *1 1 ). The paper further discussed the

number of samples required to obtain a reliable estimate for the mean of D and

vs. This Is another weak point of the paper since it implies that the mean values

of D and v. are the effective parameters that should be used ln the mean models

for estimation of mean concentrations. Such an assumption does not seem to be
justified, since the system is non-linear in the parameters.

The experiments and methods for calibrating D and vs reported in Van de Pol, et

al. (1977) and Kies (1981) are similar to 3iggar and Nielsoen (1976). Thus the

critieLsim of the fitting 0 and vs also applies. The fitted values again seem to

follow a log-normal distribution. Kies' data also show that D Is ralated to v.

again through an almost linear relationship. These papers also imply that the mean

values of D and v. should be used in models predicting mean concentration. Again,

this has not been proven. Kies' data show an increase In the mean values of D with

depth below soil surface. He also observed that the average solute velocities,

vs, calculated by fitting vs to the breakthrough curves, is larger than the mean

pore-water velocities v.0 This is probably due to the fact that most of the water
may be moving in larger structures with higher velocities than the average pore-

water velocity (calculated by dividing average LifLltration rate by average soil

moisture content). He also observed that the ratio vs/vi Increases with depth,

and that 3H travels faster and disperses more than N03 -.

Warrick, at al. (1971) reported a field experiment in a 6.1 a by 6.1 a plot In a

Panoche clay loam soil. A solute pulse was applied to the surface of the soil and

was observed as It moved through the soil profile. Experimental data and a

numerical soll-moisture flow model showed that the infiltration rate approached

steady state li a relatively short time. A one-dlmensional governing equation for

the solute concentration was solved analytically. Using this solution and the value

of the velocity found from the infltration rate, the maximau concentration was

determined as a function of time and dispersion coefficient D. Comparing this model
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to experimental data, a value of D - 0.07 cm2/min gave the best fit. They

observed that a value of D close to 0.05 cm2/mIn better described the data at

small times whereas D - 0.1 cm2/lmin was more nearly correct at large times. This

suggests that D may increase with the time or distance the solute has

traveled. The approach used in this paper for evaluating D was fundamentally

different from the one used in Biggar and Nielsen (1976), Van de Pol, et al. (1977),

and Kies (1981). The velocity here was estimated from infiltration data and the

parameter D was fitted to the maximum observed concentrations only and not to the

whole breakthrough curves. A possible criticism of this approach is that

Information available regarding the shape of the breakthrough curves is not used in

the estimation procedure, so the estimated parameters are possibly not optimal.

Warrick, et al. (1971) observed that the calculated distribution curves do not

penetrate the soil profile as deeply as the measured ones. A similar phenomenon was

observed in Kies (1981). This may be a reflection of preferential flow paths with

cost of the water moving through the larger water-filled pore sequences. Warrick,

et al. (1971) also observed that solute was not present In the advancing moisture

front but lagged behind nearer the soil surface. This phenomenon has been observed

elsewhere (e.g., see Andersen and Sevel, 1968). It is called the solute-lag effect

(Gelhar, 1977). A probable explanation Is that a pressure wave generates

displacement of old capillary water at successively increasing depths. Simple

calculations (Gelhar, 1977) show that the moisture front travels with speed vw .

dKC/d while the solute travels with speed vs u KS . For typical soils, then vw

>> v. (e.g., vwu 20vs).

Foster (1975) and Oakes (1977) present another possible explanation of the

solute-lag effect in the English Chalk, based on fracture flow with matrix

diffusion. For the data of Young, et al. (1976), Oakes (1977) reports a

dispersivity value of 0.2 a.

The paper of Andersen and Sevel (1968) is interesting since they made an effort to

evaluate an effective dispersion coefficient on a large-scale (20 m deep) system.

Environmental tritium data were taken in a group of four boreholes which had been

augered at time Intervals of about two years. Soil-moisture profiles had been

measured regularly by the neutron method in the boreholes. A simple displacement

with a dispersion model, assuming constant travel velocity, constant dispersion

coefficient, and constant soil-moisture content throughout the profile was tested.

A dispersion coefficient of DL - 10-7 M2/sec yielded a good fit for the
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tritium profiles. This corresponds to a dlspersivlty AL - DLIv a 70 cm. Soil

moisture profiles indicated a propagation velocity of the moisture front of about 3

to 3.5 m/month. The actual flow velocity estimated by environmental tritium

profiles however, seems to be only 4.5 a/year. This solute-lag effect is similar to

the one observed by Warrick, at al. (1971) and discussed above.

Jury, et al. (1932) describe a series of field experiments to test a transfer

function model. This model may be criticised in that it does not use any physics

about the processes Involved; it is a black-box model. Its parameters do not

correspond to any physical quantities and must be calibrated based on available data

for the particular setting under consideration. Extrapolation of the predictions of

such a model to depths, settings, or conditions other than the ones for which it was

derived Is not possible. The data presented In the paper to validate the model

clearly demonstrate our point. For example, Figure 3-1 presents measured

breakthrough curves and predicted ones, obtained from the transfer function model of

Jury, at al. (1982). Comparison between these curves indicates that the model

overestimates the solute concentrations near the surface, yields a good fit at 90

cm, and underestimates them at larger depths. It appears that the model was

calibrated so that it fits the data at the 90 cm depth. The differences between

theory and experiment are statistically significant; the model prediction falls

above the 95 percent confidence interval of the data at 30 cm and below It at 180

cm.

The reason for this discrepancy, we believe, is that the transfer function modal, or

any other one-dimensional convective transport model, yields predictions that

correspond to a liuear Increase of dispersivity with depth. It is possible that at

small depths the dispersivity increases with the depth but It could approach a

constant value as the depth increases. In that case the predicted breakthrough

curves of Figure 3-1 would show less spread and greater maximun values at larger

depths, I.e., they would trend toward agreement with the measured data.

We attempted to evaluate an effective longitudinal dispersivity from the data of

Jury, at al. (1982), Figure 5, using spatial moment methods. Because the data were

incomplete, It is impossible to evaluate the mean and the variance for I - 6 cm and

I -59 cm; only the curves at I - 15 cm and I a 26 ca were used. The spatial mean
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Figure 3-1. Predicted and measured average solute breakthrough curves at 30, 60, 90, 120, and 180 cm.

Error bars represent 95 percent confidence limits of measured ddta.

Source: Juryfet al., 1982.



and variance of these curves are:

xI - 0.76, x2 1. 17 m (3-1)

2 2 2 I¶~%2
aIn0.044 m, 

2
a 2 s 0 1204 (3-2)

The rate of change of the spatial variance is related to the dispersion coefficient

U by (see Equation 2-2)

d, - 2D - 2A.v (3-3)
dt

where AL is the longitudinal dispersivity and v is the mean velocity.

With v approximately constant and x - vt, we get

I d
AL ' -2 (3-4)L 2dx

And using the approximation di 2 /dx- (2 2 -a ), we get:'2 n)~2 1

ALa 9.45 cm (3-5)

Trautwein, et al. (1983) Is also particularly Interesting since measurements of the

unsaturated flow system extend to a depth of 120 Q below ground surface. The

leakage of wastewater in the unsaturated zone beneath a waste disposal evaporation

pond was studied. The soil formation consists of alternating layers of sand and

clay. Borings in the vicinity of the pond revealed that 20 years after pond

construction, pond water moved to a depth of 94 a. The authors attempted to model

unsaturated flow beneath the pond using a one-dimensional finite element unsaturated

flow model. Functional relationships were assumed for soil-molsture characteristics

curves and hydraulic conductivity curves at each soil layer, depending on the soil

type. These relationships were adjusted so that the results of the model would fIt

the mean soil-molsture data well. Comparison of the adjusted model values of

saturated hydraulic conductivity, K., to measured laboratory values shows a large

discrepancy. Field values are one or two orders of magnitude larger than laboratory

values. This suggests that seepage from the pond occurred at a much faster rate

than would have been predicted using the laboratory measurements of Ks. Using the
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laboratory measurements, the model would have predicted that the contaminant front

would have moved only a few feet in 20 years, while ia actuality the front moved

approximately 100 m. The large differences between laboratory and field values of

K. are probably due to macroscopic features and natural soil heterogeneity not

accounted for ln laboratory experiments.

The authors have based their one-dimensional flow assumption on the fact that the

dimensions of the pond (500 m x 1000 m) are much greater then the thickness of the

unsaturated zone (approximately 100 m). However, field investigations of the site

(Kent, et al. , 1982), show an extremely large lateral spread of water In the

unsaturated zone. The contamination plume extends laterally to a distance of about

2000 m around the pond! Some of the lateral spreading at this site may be due to

the formation of saturated perched water zones above the water table. Obviously,

the one-dimensional assumption does not seem justified. A three-dimensional model

is required for a more realistic treatment of the flow in the unsaturated zone of

this setting.

Immobile Water Models. As was discussed earlier, rapid movement of water ls

observed In preferential paths of structured soils, while water moves more slowly ln

the main soil matrix. In order to account for this and similar effects several

models have been proposed in the literature. In the models proposed by Coats and

Smith (1964), van Genuchten and Vierenga (1976), and WLerenga (1982), the pore water

Is partitioned into a mobile and immobile zone. Immobile water ls held inside and

between aggregates, in dead-end pores, or around soil particles. Solute movement

Into and out of this immobile water is assumed to be a relatively slow molecular

diffusion process. It is assumed that the rate of solute transfer between the two

zones ls proportional to the concentration difference between the two zones. This

model does not assign any specific geometry to the intra-aggregate pore-water region

and does not consider solute concentration gradients within the aggregates. The

transport In the mobile phase ls described by the classic convectLon-dispersLon

equation. This simple model often describes experimental data better than a simple

convective dispersion model at early breakthrough. Brissaud, et al. (1983) used

this model to describe solute transport data in the field. They found that this

model is somewhat better at describing the tails of the breakthrough curves, but it

requires estimation of three model parameters instead of the one needed in a simple

convectlon-dispersion model.
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In another model proposed by Rao, et al. (1980) the porous medium is assumed to

consist of porous spheres. The pore water consists of the lator-aggregate pore

water (mobile water between the spheres) and the intra-aggregate pore water

(stagnant water inside the pores of the spheres). It is again assumed that

convective-dispersive solute transport occurs only In the inter-aggregate pore

water, while the intra-aggrsgate pore water acts as a diffusion sink/source for the

solutes. Ficklan diffusion was used in order to describe the transport ln each
sphere. Similar simplistic models have been used to describe the diffusion of

solutes from the macropore water into the soil matrix (e.g., Johnston, 1983).

The above models are quite Interesting. However, they are only a very crude
representation of the real system and require parameters that la most cases are
difficult to determine. Their usefulness ln real field situations has yet to be
demonstrated.

Field-Scale DispersIvIties. In the case of saturated flow it has been observed that
dispersivity Increases as the scale of the experiment increases. A theoretical
explanation of this behavior is given in Gelhar, at al. (1979) and Gelhar and

Axaess, (1983). It is reasonable to expect a similar behavior for unsaturated

flow. Therefore, it may prove useful to relate field-scale dispersivity for

unsaturated flow to the scale of experiment.

Unfortunately, very few field-scale dispersivities have been reported for
unsaturated flow systems. Most were observed in small-scale settings and the
methods used in their determination vary and are often questionable. Table 3-4

gives some values of longitudinal dispersivity (AL - DL/vs) for several
laboratory and field experiments. Some of the AL values of Table 3-4 were
actually reported ln the publications, while others we evaluated using simple
calculations. The longitudinal dlspersivitles AL were plotted as a function of
the scale of the experiment and are shown in Figure 3-2. This figure shows a lack
of reported values of AL for scales larger than 2 m. Nevertheless# the few
existing data points show an increase of AL with the scale of experiment,
analagous to the saturated-flow case. The longitudinal dispersivity may depend on

other factors, such as soil type, soil heterogeneity and moisture content; however,
it is not possible to recognize any dependence of AL on these factors, due to the
dearth of data. A theoretical stochastic approach is being developed at MIT In
order to derive the relationship between unsaturated flow diapersivities and the

properties of the system.
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Table 3-4

FIELD DISPERSIVIT1MS, AL

Author

Yule and
Gardner,
(1978)
Hildebrand
and
Himnelblau,
(1977)
Kirda,
et al.
(1973)
Gaudet,
et al.
(1977)
Brissaud,
et al.
(1983)
Warrick,
at al.
(1971)
Van de Pol,
et al.
(1977)
Biggar and
Nielsen,
(1976)
Kies,
(1981)
Jury,
et al.
(1982)
Andersen,
et al.
(1968)
Oakes,
(l977)

Type of Vertical scales
Experiment of experiment (n)

Laboratory 0.23

Laboratory 0.79

Laboratory 0.60

Laboratory 0.94

Field 1.00

Field 1.20

Field 1.50

Field 1.83

Field 2.00

Field 2.00

Field 20.00

Field 20.00

Longitudinal
dispersivity

AL(m)

0.0022

0.0018

-

0.004

0.01

0.0011,
0.002

0.027

0.0941

0.05

0.168

0.094S

0.70

0. 20

-

_S
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Figure 3-2. Scale of Observation Versus Longitudinal Dispersivity for the
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CONCLUSIONS AND RECOKMENATLoiQS

Conclus ions

A number of observations of field-scale unsaturated flow and transport have been

discussed. The objective was to identify mechanisms of flow and transport that are
Important ia field-scale problems. The discussion has shown that flow and transport

are much more complicated and behave differently in the fIeld than in the
laboratory. This is probably due to the three-dimenssonaljty of flow and the

natural heterogeneity observed in the field. Unfortunately, the available field-
scale observations are very few compared to the complexity of theproblem.
Therefore, our conclusions are mainly qualitative. Nevertheless, even qualitative
conclusions are important since they relate to the design of field experiments.

Our main conclusion Is that heterogeneity is of paramount importance in field-scale
flow and transport. Due to natural heterogeneity, flow ln the field Lsa ln general,
a three-dimensional process, even ln what appears to be relatively homogeneous
soil. Depending on the nature of spatial heterogeneity and water availability,
certain types of flow are core pronounced. Two types of flow which relate to waste
disposal control practice and modelling were observed. The first Is lateral spread
of moisture in. stratified soils due to capillary forces. The second is fast
vertical flow in fingers or channels due to gravity.

The field observations of Routson, et al. (1979), Price, et al. (1979), Crosby, et
al. (1968, 1971), Prlll (1977), Knoll and Nelson (1962) and Palsqulst, et al. (1962)
have Indicated conditions for which lateral spread of soil moisture is important.
The conclusion is that lateral movement is enhanced if the soil is stratified, the
initial soil moisture is low, the size of the application area is small relative to
the size of the unsaturated zone, and the water application rate ls low. It was
observed that, at high moisture tension, lateral movement is core pronounced in
finer soil layers than in coarser layers. The dependence of lateral movement on
moisture content suggests a soll-moisture dependence of the anisotropy of hydraulic
conductivity. This is In accordance with the theoretical results of Yeh and Gelhar
(1983).

This lateral flow process is pertinent to waste disposal in the thick unsaturated
sediments which are common la arid settings. In line with the prevLous discussion,

it can be expected that the waste liquid will spread laterally while vertical
movement will be relatively limited. As a result, contamination may arrive at the
water table much later than predicted by a classical one-dLmensLonal model, and
areally extensive contamination may result.
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Starr, at al. (1978), Quisenberry and Phillips (1976), Johnston, St al.

(1983), Thomas and Phillips (1979), 3ouma (1981), and Beven and Germann (1982)

discussed several cases of fast gravity flow. A particular case ia that of faat

gravity flow occurring in discrete fingers in a coarse-textured soil layer, if this

layer is overlain by a saturated fine texture soil layer (Starr, et al., 1978;

Palmqulst, at al. 1962). Another type of fast gravity flow occurs in macroporic

features such as cracks, root holes, and fissures. These structures are more

important if they are open to more permeable surface materials or the ground

surface. In addition there should be a significant source of water, especially for

the larger pores, since these pores will be water filled only at tensions close to

zero (l.e., near saturation). The significance of these pores also depends on the

initial soil moisture, the relative size and concentrations of pores, and the soil

structure.

A consequence of such fast flow in solute transport Is that salts in the soil

surface will be moved to a much greater depth by rain or irrigation than would be

predicted by displacement type models. On the other hand, It Is probable that much

of the salt will be bypassed and remain near the soil surface. In arid regions,

with low rates of liquid additions, which Is the case in many waste disposal control

problems, fast gravity flow may not be important.

Some Implications of the above flow mechanisms for the practical problem of

modelling large-scale unsaturated flow and transport systems will now be discussed.

In the case of dry, stratified soils the fact that lateral flow can be significant

should not be ignored. This implies that three-dimensional models are required. As

was discussed earlier, the anisotropy of the effective unsaturated hydraulic

conductivity for such sol*s is dependent on the moisture content and this should be

taken into account in the modelling process. No sufficient information exists on

longitudinal and transverse dispersion coefficients for such systems, but It is

expected that they will be larger than laboratory values due to natural

heterogeneity, which causes spatial variability of velocity.

It seems improbable that the classical flow and transport models (Darclia, FIcklan)

will be capable of predicting flow and transport in cases of fast gravity flow in

macrostructures or fingers. Nevertheless, it may be possible (but not probable)

that such models can be used if appropriate effective model parameters are

selected. Iffective hydraulic conductivities, for example, may be one or two orders

of magnitude larger than the local values. (Boums, 1982; Trautaein, et al. 1983).
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A general conclusion of the review is that flow in the field is a three-dimensional

process and velocity is highly variable in space, even in what appear to be

relatively homogeneous soils. It is expected that such velocity variability wlll

tend to increase the field-scale dispersion coefficients. It is also expected that

field-scale dispersion coefficients increase with the size of the experiment. Some

evidence indicating such dependence was given ln Figure 3-2.

Recommendations

A clear conclusion of this review is that existing field observations of unsaturated

flow and transport are very limited, considering the complexity and importance of

the problem. Natural heterogeneity plays an important role in field-scale vadose-

zone flow and transport. Small laboratory models cannc realistically produce the

natural heterogeneity exhibited in the field, so it is difficult to draw conclusions

from such experiments for the processes occurring In the field. In order to better

understand the mechanisms of field-scale flow and transport, obtain fleld-scale

parameters and test theories and models, carefully designed large-scale field

experiments are definitely needed.

In particular, it is important to understand how lateral flow and fast gravity flow

depend on soil type, stratification, water application rate, size of water

applicatioa area, and initial moisture content. A series of experiments in various

soil settings is necessary to develop quantitative understanding of these

mechanisms. In order to produce realistic results for waste disposal applications,

the experiments should be carried out at pertinent vertical scales of up to several

tens of meters. Traceable solutes should be Introduced over areas of comparable

horizontal extent. Because of Its critical role In field-scale transport,

three-dimensional spatial variability of soil properties should be measured at

the experimental sites.

Modelling of field-scale unsaturated flow and transport requires knowledge of how

the large-scale effective model parameters depend on spatial variability, scale,

moisture content and other factors. The proposed experiments will yield the large-

scale effective parameters. Using the stochastic theory, these effective parameters

can be predicted from statistical parameters determined by measuring the spatial

variability of soil. The stochastic approach thus provides a systematic method of

predicting large-scale parameters from small-scale data. One goal of the proposed

experiments is to test the validity and practicability of this approach.
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